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head of cattle, besides producing every
year a good crop of potatoes, which he
says rarely sell in his local markets for
'ess than "A) and often 7"> cents a bushel,
00 pounds weight.
How does he achieve so much? Simply by rotating his crops and trying to
keep as much ground as possible under
He makes a specialty of
cultivation.
ensilage, corn and oats, and is also payfruit
to
attention
considerable
ing
culture: in fact, he already has several
hundred apple trees on his farm, and
tinds this industry so profitable that he
planning to add several hundred

attention,

π-i receive my promt personal
in e« made day claim Is paid.
on promptly.
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Near the town of Laconia, Belknap
County, Χ. Π., is a typical rocky New
England farm, the owner of which is
fast becoming prominent through the tine
Dutch belted cattle he is breeding, they
having won foremost prizes at the PanAmerican as well as at the
recent
Charleston exposition. It is known as
Way B«ck Farm, and was settled over a
century ago by the great-grandfather of
Frank Ii. Sanders, who says that though
he tinds it rather trying at times to till
this kind of soil despite his ancestors
having worn off the "sharp edges,', when
well worked he believes there is none
better, and. anyhow, he would not part
with his old New Hampshire home.
Being as yet a young man, and having
bred the Dutch belted cattle only a few
years, Mr. Sanders certainly deserves all
the credit he is receiving. Ilis farm
consists of only about 173 acres, and
over one hundred of that are devoted to
pasture and woodland. Nevertheless, on
the remainder he manages to
raise
enough, with the exception of certain

KICK.
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It was while attending the New Hampshire Agricultural College that he received his stimulus to breed good stock,
and, having seen at a near by fair a
herd of Dutch belted cattle and become
interested in them, he forthwith began
to study the breed, which was largely
made possible through the excellent
library of the college. He also learned
from one source and other various facts
concerning these cattle, and found them
recommended as a lirst-class breed of
Acd?iry animals in every respect.
cordingly. a few mouths later, he purwoman
of
a
chased a bull and four cows
in New York, and thus laid the foundation of his now famous herd.
As indicated by their name, the Dutch
belted cattle are natives of Holland, and
from the beat information obtainable
were bred there on scientific principles,
which resulted in 4,the highest attainin the science of
ment ever reached
breeding," over three hundred years ago.
Their type and color were then established by strictly scientilic breeding, since
when they have been solely controlled
by the nobility of that country, who,
wonderful to relate, are still breeding
them pure, and manifesting, the same as
in the past, no inclination to sell or part
with them. They treasure them even
as sacred cattle, and this is the reason
why so few are to be found on the
American Continent: for, truth to tell,
their number in the United States is less
than that of any other breed, the polled

Jerseys excepted.

cattle is what they were
Laken meaning a sheet
to be wound around the body of the
animal: and so well does this name
THE HERBERT M. TUCKER FARM, describe their chief characteristic that it
from
mil·'*
three
•It ..it· ! un the Rucktieid r.-ad.
is still used in Holland. The "sheet" is
Pari» village. The fans con t» 1ns 75 acres
a broad band, or belt, white as the driftTlc tl a«e lan't I» In a hlah Male of cultivation.
the
T:.>- i'a»tures are ;uvl and lb··re 1» plenty of ing snow, encircling the middle of
«
Large and small fruit In animal s body, the rest of which is a
near the house.
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tluelv tlnlshed outside an'l In.
IIMH, Water lu kNH and baru. The
f»rm arr!e· twenty head of cattle ami pair of
τ«<·<>n rural "delivery and cream route·.
Very plea-ant location.
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The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ha»
a<imlnl-trator of the
W-en duly
''•Uiï of
-1>AN M RKVANT. late of Sumner,
!n the County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
kinds as the law direct». All persons having
against the estate of Ml'! deceased ar
-'.red to i>re*ent the same for settlement, ahi'
ai: indebted thereto are requested to make pay

appointe·'!

Immediately.
lune Sri, 1902.

aient

JOHN H. ROBINSON.
λοτκε.

Ir. the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
in the matter of
! In Bankruptcy,
H*K"Li> W Mkskkvk,
of Fryeburg, Bankrupt I
Meserre,
Tu the creditors of Harold W.
In the County of Oxford and <llatrlct aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the 7th dav of
lune. A. D. lisri, the said Harold W. Meserve
»a< duly adjudicate·) bankrupt. and that the tlr»·.
meeting of his creditor» wl:l be held at th<
Court House, In South Parts, on the iStli
day of June, A. D. l.sM, at 1U o'clock
at which time the sal'
In the forenoon,
attend, prove their claim·,
creditors
may
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
transact tuch oilier business as may
an'i
properly come before said meeting.
South'Paris, June 'Ah, 1804.
GEO. A. WILSON*.
Referee In Bankruptcy.

PKUB.ITC MOTH DS.
To all persons Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter name· I
At a Probate Court held at Fryeburg. In
and for the County of Oxford, on the 1st Tuesday
«f June, In the year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and two, the following matter having
'««n lire sen ted for the action thereupon hereinafter indicate·!. It Is hereby Oki>kukl>
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three wee*» successively In the Oxford Democrat, a new «paper publlsned at Soutn
Parts, In said County, that they may appear at a
Prouate Court to be held at Paris, on the
third Tuesday of July, Λ. I>. 1903, at nine of the
lock In the forenoon, and be heart thereon If
they see cause
ENOCH M. THE A DWELL, late· of Hiram,
deceased; wt I and eonllcll thereto, and )>etltlon
for probate thereof preseuted by .'erusha C.
Tread well, the executrix therein named.
Zlt.PHA McDONALU, late of Browufleld,
deceased. Final account presented for allowance, also petition for distribution of balance
remaining In his hands presented by Francis A.
Fox, administrator.
ADDISON K. HKKR1CK. Judge of eald Court
A true copy—Attest
\l.RKKT D. PARK, Register.
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the contrast is very beautiful anil imposing. and most pleasing to the eye.
The fact is, it excites the curiosity and
attracts the attention of any one who
has never seen these cattle before.
Generally speaking, they possess a
verv tine form, and withal are excellent
milkers, giving a large flow of good
milk. It is said to be practically impossible to dry off many of the cows, aud
this, coupled with their hardiness,
heartiness, freedom from disease and
adaptability to environment, makes
them, as the historian Motley once said,
really, "the most wonderful cattle of the
world." The mature cow shown among
the accompanying illustrations, although
she weighs only 1,120 pounds, has a milk
record of sixty-two pounds in one day.
Among the early importers into the
United States was P. T. Barn urn, the
great showman, who admitted that he
was forcibly struck by their unique and
singular appearance while in Holland.
But by far the most important importations into this country were made by
He
D. II. Ilaight of Goshen, Χ. V.
made three in all. and these cattle were
very carefully bred on a large farm in
Orange County, X. Y. From his importations the noted Knight and Holbert
herds were finely established by careful
selection, aud with the exception of a
few specimens thought to have been
brought into this saine county by early
settlers, the grades of which soon spread
over the country, these two famous
herds comprise the foundation of most
of the thoroughbred herds of Dutch
belted cattle in America.
Mr. Sanders has never yet lost any
animals in breeding them, the calves
always being strong from the beginuing,
and all the stock absolutely free from
disease; aud this makes him feel that he
has found a very healthy and vigorous
breed indeed, lie exercised great pains
in selecting a bull to head his herd, and
had obtained
was not satisfied uutil he
one in no way related to his cows, which
to
do
as this breed
difficult
more
was the
contains less than eight hundred registered specimens. He considers his time
was well spent, however, it being his belief that the selection of a herd bull is in
many respects one of the most important
events in the life of a breeder.
As far as possible, he breeds his cows
This enables him to
to calve in the fall.
carry on dairying during the winter,
which he says is the best time in Xew
Hampshire, as lie can then get his calves
well started and in good condition to
turn out to pasture; whereas if dropped
in spring they would have to be kept up
all summer.
When a calf is born he leaves it from
three or four days to a week with its
mother, then removes it and allows it
the privilege of sucking a good patent
calf fe« 1er, which he regards as one of

the most practical dairy appliances a
breeder can own. Having fed the calf
un its mother's milk for about a fortnight, he gradually accustoms it to pure
skim milk, direct from the cream separator—never the cold water kind, which
he says he has no use for—and, as it
whole oats and a little
grows, gives it hay,
bran. It being his aim to breed dairy
animals, he is careful not to be too
generous in his feeding, but during the
latter part of winter gives chopped turnips and other roots, and the consecome out
quence is his calves in spring
Best of all, it has so
as sleek as seals.
far been his good fortune to get fully
two-thirds heifer calves.
Every day through the winler he feeds
each of his cows a ration composed of
about ten pounds of hay, thirty-five to
forty poundsof corn ensilage, six pounds
of bran and one pound of corn meal.

Of course, different cows require more
While cotor less variation in feeding.
tonseed meal is all right with some to
balance up the ration, others will not
stand it, and with these he substitutes
or ground oat» in it* place. More-

gluten

to all his stock he feeds a little
linseed meal, which he considers as good
as the best condition powder.
In summer his cows have access to fairly good
pasturage, supplemented with a light
grain ration, and later soiling crops, such
as corn fodder, millet and green oats.
Thus cared for, they average for the herd
a trifle less than a pound of butter a day
to each cow throughout the year, and
though this can undoubtedly be improved upon, it is better than was
formerly done with the Dutch belted.
It is true in the Pan-American test
these cattle stood at the foot of the list
as producers, but this does not frighten
Mr. Sanders at all, nor any one else, he
says, who has bred the Dutch belted.
Kather he thinks it was marvelous that
& & Φ £■
they made as good a showing as they
did, for not until three days prior to the
f CONTINUED.]
opening of the Model Dairy was it decided to enter some Dutch belted cows,
The two Portuguese had already
and three were taken from one herd not
even tested, of which one cow was nearly sworn themselves to a standstill and
been
fifteen years old, while all had
giv- had gone below and found banks, but
ing milk two months or more, and were the men from the little islands In the
nowise fitted for a contest. Added to
north had more energy In their systhis, two others, which were selected to
tems. and they expended it tirelessly.
until
arrive
not
did
the
herd,
complete
McTodd overhauled every nut every
May 21.
Therefore, all things considered, Mr. beariug. every valve, every red of the
Sanders is exceedingly well pleased with enginee. with an expert's criticism and
the Dutch belted, and firmly believes found nothing that would prevent acthem to be as profitable a breed as any tive working.
Kettle rummaged the
to be found.
He even predicts that their rest of the
And far Into the
ship.
with
their
dairy qualities, as combined
foregathered again In
morning
they
charhardiness and wonderful breed
the charthouse and compared results.
acteristic, the belt, prepare them for a
future not exceeded by any other breed, She had been ewept. badly swept. Ev
and that they will always be in great ervthing movable on deck was gone,
cargo had shifted and then shifted
demand.—Xew York Tribune Farmer.
back again till she had lost all her list
and was in proper trim, the engines
ACTION OP QARN MANURE.
were still workable If carefully nursed,
There are many important problems
fact, though battered, she was
in connection with farming, as interest- and. In
with
ing as they are important. We have two entirely seaworthy. And while,
classes of manures, so called, or perhaps tired gusto, they were comparing these
better designated as animal manures, things weariness at last got the better
and the commercial manures, such as of them, and first one and then the
phosphate rock, nitrate of soda, potash, other incontinently dropped off Into
The manures are mingled the deadest of
salts, etc.
sleep.
with soil in order that the plants growThat the Duncansby Head had come
ing therein may draw upon their conin unsteered and unscathed through the
tents in support of the growth desired.
anil
While the needed plant food is found in reefs, and therefore under steam
the barn manures and in the commercial control could go out again, was on the
forms alike, yet the action of the same is face of it a very simple and obvious
quite different in these two kinds of theory to make, but to iliscowr a pasIn case of the commercial
manures.
euge through the rocks lo muke it pracmanures the contents are dissolved out
For
was quite another matter.
ticable
by the soil moisture and delivered over three days the old P. and O. lifeboat
with
no
to the growing plant as needed,
and down from outside the
other visible effect. The animal manure plied up
had twenty narrow escapes
and
reefs
bedoes
soil
to
the
something
applied
It
sides delivering up its nitrogen, potash from being smashed into staves.
and phosphoric acid to the plant growth. looked as if nature had performed a
It shows life, and manifests an activity miracle and taken the steamer bodily
on its environment.
in her arms and lifted her over at least
Apply a coating of barn manure on a dozen black walle of stone.
if
the upturned furrows, in autumn
you
The two Portuguese were already
please. In spring after the land on sick to death of the whole business, but
note
which the manure lay is dried out,
Kettle nor
the change in the consistency of the for their feelings neither
It is mellowed, dis- McTodd had any concern whatever.
underlying soil.
solved, made fine, and shows a sort of They were useful in the working of the
activity to the touch of the harrow and boat, and therefore they were takei
the hoe. It appears alive, and will ap- along, and when they refused duty or
parently crawl with every movement did it with too much Il8tleesn»ss t.
made upon it. Something besides the
please they were cuffed into activity
contents of plant food has gone out to
There was no verbal argument
the surrounding soil from this animal a^'aln.
"Work or suffer"
about the matter.
manure.
has
writer
facetiously was the simple motto the two islanders
A recent
denominated this action of barn manures went upon, aud it answered admirably.
as'-bacterial life." Our soils lack life, They knew the breed of the Portugee
says he, that is, the tiny creatures of old.
known as bacteria, which make over the
At last, by dint of daring and toil,
organic matter in the soil, and fit it for
secret of the passage through the
the plant. Barn manure contains this the
noisy spouting reefs was won. It was
"life."
Whether this action of barn manures eounded carefully and methodically for
be through the presence of bacteria or sunken roeks and noted in all possible
chemical action, certain it is the effect ways, and the old P. and O. lifeboat
follows the application of such manures. was hoisted on the Duncansby's davits.
For this reason it is better that chemical
The Portuguese were driven dowu into
in connection with
manures be used
the stokehold to represent double
each
that
than
rather
animal manures,
dozen men and make
should
be
applied separate.—Maine watches of a
requisite steam. McTodd fingered the
Farmer.
rusted engines like an artist, and KetDON'T PART WITH SKIM MILK.
tle touk his stand alone with the steam
There are several reasons why the wheel on the upper bridge.
patrons of our creameries should not alThey had formally signed articles and
low their skim milk to be taken from
themselves pay. Kettle us
apportioned
we
reasons
these
farm.
the
Among
master. McTodd as chief engineer and
enumerate the following:
1. No creamery proprietor that we the Portuguese as firemen, because
have yet known of will pay for the skim salvage is apportioned pro rata and the
milk anywhere near what it is worth to mnra nnv ■■ mnn ia ireftlnn til»» Ι.ΊΓ1»ι·Γ
feed to young pigs and calves. What is is Lis bonus, υπ which account, ut Me
the skim milk worth to the farmer? As Toild's suggestion, they awarded theui
a pork-making food at present prices for
selves paper stipends which they could
live hogs it is worth from 25 to 35 cents
feel proud of and put down the l'or
delatter
the
a hundred pounds,
price
for the ordluary flremau's
tuguese
is
it
the
of
on
the
pig
young age
pending
wages then paid out of Gibral:ar. neithas much fed to
fed to. It is worth

the glass which had been handed mm.
"Here's luck to you. old man. and you
deserve it. I bought that whisky Trom
It'· a drop of right,
a chandler in Rio.

over,

just

heifer calves of good dairy blood, or to
young beef-bred calves. In both cases
they may be fed till they are a year old.

price of feed of all kinds, .skim milk has
worth several cents more per
been
hundred than usual.
value as a fertilizer to the farm
Its
2.
is 7 cents a hundred.
3. Xo farmer that is a farmer can afford to sell his skim milk for what the
creamery man can afford to pay him.
4. The demand for casein is very
limited and there are already signs of a
glutted market, while the prospects for
pork, beef and likely dairy bred calves
and young stock are as good as ever.
We always take it as a sure sign that
the patrons of a creamery do not know
the full meaning of dairy farming or
understand how to bring out its best
profits when we see them selling their
skim milk to be taken from the farm.
A shallow-reasoning farmer may be
caught that way, but one who knows
his business as a dairy farmer ought to
know it.—Hoard's

Dairyman.

PURE BRED CATTLE IN IOWA.
Iowa not only has the reputation of
being the greatest agricultural state in
the union, but, that it leads as well in
the production of fine cattle. In the
breeding of shorthorns it stands first,
and the sale of these cattle clearly shows
that the business is on a good paying

basis.

The average of the sales of Iowa

shorthorns the last year has been from
to ÎT2.J a head, with the majority of
sales ranging from $300 to $000 a head.
The breeders of Hereford cattle in
Iowa enjoy a good, healthy trade in their
favorites, breeding about one-tenth of all
the Hereford cattle in the United States,

and represented by over three hundred
breeders, two hundred of whom are

members of the association. Thus Iowa
stands fourth in the production and sale
of Hereford cattle, and the prices obtained at the public sales averaged from
$200 to -3300 a head.
Although there are ten times as many
shorthorns in the United States, and
three times as many Herefords as Aberdeen-Angus, yet the farmers and breeders of Iowa are reaching out for the latter kind, and Iowa stands first in the
breeding of Angus cattle, having nearly
three hundred breeders raising one-third
of all the Angus cattle in the United
States, showing a growth and increase
within the state of S00 per cent in the
last ten years.—Agricultural Kpitomist.
BELIEVE IN AGRICULTURE.
What we need is a belief in our busiYou
ness and a belief in ourselves.
kuow how it is in the west. The farmers
Here we are not
are the people there.
the people. Go into a western town and
in and
you will find the farmers coming
out as though they owned the

going

The firms that make the agricultural machinery, the stores and the
banks are for their convenience.
town.

Under the law of the state of Massachusetts relating to the Babcock milk
test, of forty machines that have been
tested eleven were found partially out of
repair, and nine were condemned. According to this showing our state law
ought to have covered in the machines as
well as the glass ware.

isn't it?"

"Here, drop it." said Kettle.
"I'm sorry." said Captain Mulready.

"but you shouldn't have had me on
bonrd. I should bave been l>ett»*r picnicking by myself on Grea: Piton yonI can't make a cheerful shipdor
mate for you. old man."
"Brace up." said Kettle.
"I?y the Lord, if I'd only been a day
earlier with tl::it raft." said the other
musingly. "I could Lave taken her out
have done, and brouebt her
as yon
home, and 1 believe t!ie Arm wonld
Tin-re need have
hove k»pt me on
|>een no inquiry, only 'delayed.' that's

cam'

Condition Powders

"^FOr'UE

stanchion.-'said

an^

"one

G^t

ever since on rabbits and gulls and
fercockles till we built that raft
ried over here. It was tough IM W
but I uuoss we were better off than
Ψλ> other poor beggars who got su aiup
«ni in the other boats."
..
"The other two boats got picked up.
"Did they, though? Then I lj

_und.

beastly hard luck on us.
n...,ter
was
master,
M already
"Captain
wasn't he? Did he get drowned when
yoar to'·
The sailor shruggeo in. .honiaere.

""Xfbl5

^rn^ne^'rn

when they are deliberately making uj
their minds to resign a solid fortune
which is already within their reach.
And at the end of that talk Captain
Kettle put out his baud and took the
engineer's in a heavy grip. "Mac," be

said, "you're Scotch, but you're
tlenian right through under

a

principally

had beeu made to undergo a great
deal jf work and hardship; they had
been defrauded of much plunder, which
they considered was theirs, for the benefit of an absolute stranger, in whom
they took not the slightest Interest, and
finally they were induced "not to talk"
by processes which Jarred upon them

"I'm cufjluin ut this ship, and you'n

intruding!"

eat and then go you forward and
turn to." Tlion. leaning his brad over
the bulwark, he called down. "Jimmy!"
The broken man on the raft looked
up. "Hello. Kettle! That you?"
to

Couie aboard."
I'm off to the island.
I'll etart a picnic there of my own.
Good luck, old man."
"If you don't come aboard willingly.
I'll send and have you fetched. (Juif
"Yes.

"No, thauks.

"Oh. If you're set on it," said the oth
tiredly a it·J scrambled up the rope.
He looked uround him with a drawn
face. "To think she should have lost
that list and righted herself like this.

er

most unpleasantly.
They did not talk, and In the fullness
of time they returned to the avocation
of shoveling coal on steam vessels. But
when they sit down to think neither
Antonio nor his friend, whose honored
afname I never learned, regards with
fection those little islands in the northern sea which produced Captain Owen
Kettle and his sometime partner, Mr.
Nell Angus McTodd. But at the same
time they have a very proper and
wholesome awe for the locality and its
inhabitants.

Physically. Not Mentally.
Dick—You were born to be a writer,
Charlie.
Charlie (blushlngly)—Ah, you've seen
|ome of the things I've turned ofT.
I was thinking what a
Dick—No.

Tone and stimulate the digestive orsplendid ear you have for carrying a
to get all the
gans, enabling animals
I thought she might turn turtle any
Stories.
pen.—Stray
confeed
from
nourishment possible
minute when we quitted her. and I'm
sumed. They make stock of all kinds not a scary man either."
Ofiler· and Offlceaeekera.
do better on less feed. They
"I know you aren'L Come Into the
It frequently happens that when a
of
u
whisky.
drop
charthouse and have
Make Horses Eat
man gets an office he finds it too email
stuck up
and are of special value for feeding There's your missis' photo
But they're all willing to
for him.
bed foot How's she?"
when extra work is required of over the
In.—Atlanta Constitution.
squeexe
"Dead. I hope. It will save her going
farm teams, race or driving horses;
to tin· workhouse."
also after distemper. They
Yacht racing is one of the chief dl*
"Oh. rats! It's not so bad as that"
in the Hawaiian Islands.
Make Cows
"If you'll tell me. why not? 1 shall versions
And profitable, because they keep lose my ticket ον«τ thie Job sure when
the digestive apparatus in perfect it comes before the board of trade, and
condition. All the nutriment con- what owner's likely to give me another
tained in food is then secured and ship?"
Few are entirely free from It.
turned into dairy products. They
"Well, Jimmy, you'll have to sail
so slowly as to canae

Healthy

Scrofula

•mall and live on your insurance."
Make Hens
"I dropped that years ago and drew
Keep them healthy, vigorous and
oat what there was. Had to with eight
make
young
They
productive.
take a lot of
chicks grow and thrive, and are ex- kids, you know. They
cellent for fat tening stock of all kinds. feeding."

Lay

"Eight kids? By James!"
Four slzes-25e., 80c.. IL IB lb. box. Κ.
"Yes, eight kids, poor little beggars,
Hood Firm Liniment, for man and beast
The remedy for inflammation, colds, distem- and the missis aDd me all to go hungry
Encourage the young pigs to eat ont per. 25<·., 50c. It and 12.
from now onward. But they do say
of a trough early. Keep the trough
Hood Farm Remedies are sold by
workhouses are very comfortable nowsweet and clean. Peed no more than
* CO., adays. You'll look In and see as somethey will eat up. Ton can wean them F. A. SHURTLEFF
South Pari·, M·,
fttsix weeks.
times, won't you, Kettle Γ He lifted

the ground, an' the earth was press!n'
hard an' heavy down on it Mahoney'a
friend put it in a box where it had
Ί
room, an' the pain left Mahoney.
knew,' savs he, 'the boy hadn't buried
"
It proper; it hurt so.'
The recruit laughed, but the cripple

gen
your said anxiously:
clothes."
"Look mine up, corp. will you? I'm
"I was born to that estate, skipper, thinkin' mine ain't put away right."
and I no more wanted to see yon poor
"You're tough," said the corporal,
deevil pulled down to our level than harping on the subject of the soldier's
you do. Better go and give him the vitality. "Most fellers would have died.
news, and I'll get our boat in the wa- Some fellers is mighty bard to kill.
He's with the
ter again and revictualed."
There is Buck Bill.
"No," said Kettle; "I can't stand by Twenty-second now. 1 mind when we
λ 11
BCC
It
ttUU
Ul· lUUU&L'U.
1UU
blowed taps over his grave down on the
^U.
the boat."
Washita."
"Be limited if I do!" said the eniri
"How?" said the recruit. "I thought
neer.
"Write the man a letter. You r· you said lie Is with the Twenty-secoud
great on the writiiig line. I've seen doughboys 7"
you at it"
I'll tell you how It
"An' so he Is.
And so. in the tramp's main cabin be was. See, In them days the boys was
low, Captain Kettle penned this epis havln' hot times with the Comanches
tie:
an' the Kiowas down in the old southTo Captain J. R. Mulready:
western froutJer. It was lu them times
Dear Jimmy—Having concluded not to
when I was enjoyin' myself like a
take the trouble to work Duncansby Head
home, have pleasure in leaving her tc rookie for fair, au' all tilings was new
We. having other game on tu me. an' I never thought but what
your charge
hand, have now taken French leave and I'd wind
up as a major anyhow, like
shall now bear up for western islands.
him there. You ain't so old as uie, but
You've no call to say anything about our
Spin your own you know how It Is."
being on hoard at all
Your*
It will never be contradicted
yarn
The convalescent nodded grimly. He
Ο KETTLE. Master.
truly,
wore two service stripes on his sleeve.
N. A. McTodd. Chief Engineer.-Ο K.
The recruit looked dreamily out of the
Γ. S.-We take along those two dagoes
lie
If you had them, they might talk wher farther door of the hospital tent.
We havins th· m.
you got them home.
was very young, and—some day there
so
will
not
talk,
only
yout
you've
they
might be a war worth calling a war.
Uoo<
ou η crowd to keep from talking.
not a campaign. Lie bad hopes.
luck, old tlntacks.
"We was all bucks, of course." th·
Which letter was sealed and nailed
went on, "but this feller Bill
up in a conspicuous place before tin corporal
lifeboat left eu route for Grand Canary. was called Buck Bill poor—pur—there's
It was the two Portuguese who felt a foreign word, rookie?"
"Par example?" the recruit suggestaggrieved men
themselves

Tb*?y

fooling."

HOOD FARM

the most extrorny fltture of the campaign," the
M
old corporal eald, with placid
admiration. "I loves daisies,
an' you're one of the prettiest speshYou ought
mons I know, so you are.
to be dead, by all rights—both legs
gone. Man, you're in great luck. You're
worth $72 a month forevermore. But
what tickles me Is you didn't die, an' I

we was down on the W.ishlta.
I was a-vayin'. an* old Phil Sheridan
an' Custer was there, an' things was
merry. Tliinkin'
merry—very, very
back, them there Spaniards ain't lu it

"Well,

ne

with Injuns for puttin' up a hot fightnot the Injuns of the old days; no. sorBuck Bill was enj'yin' of himself
ree.
to beat poker, so he was, an' in the
thick of it every time. The old troop
was out by itself under orders from
Phil to stout along the border. Daddy
liked that. Daddy was happiest when
he hadn't no reports to turn In every
tnornin', but was free to do as he liked.

The Comanche* was thick about us.
lightin' foot an' flghtin' horse, an' I'm
durned if the squaws an' papooses
wasn't puttiu' In good licks, too. so

It may develop
little it any disturbance daring the whole
period of childhood.
It may then produce irregularity of the
Stomach and bowels, dyspepsia, catarrh,
and marked tendency to consumption
before manifesting itself in much cutaneous
eruption or glandular swelling.
It is besi to be sure that you are quius
free from it, and for its complete eradication you can rely on

Hood's Sarsaparilla
The best of all medicines for all humors.
r

ed

tlruldly.

"Klght, I guess. In matters of the
United States language I don't take no
corrections from no one. but in foreign

talk, my rookie, you may know more'n
He
lie was Buck Bill always.
me.
had the most extrorny bumps behind
his ears. A frennlglst."
"A phrenologist?" the rookie meekly

inquired.

"That ain't a foreign word." said the
old corporal angrily. "It's good United
States, an' it goes, see? I said a fren
nigisL Ain't that right?"
The couvalescent nodded, and the recruit was humbled.
"This here frennlglst felt onct of
Bill's head an' drawed a paper of It.
the
Says he to Bill, he says. 'You've
most amazln' bump of vitality I ever
seed,' he says. Them was the bumps
behind Buck Bill's ears he meaut, see?
Mine ain't remarkable, but I guess
jourc are."
The patleM felt behind his ears and
opened bis eyes wide.
"Iij gee!" he said. "You're right,

I've got 'em big."
"Thought so." said the rorperai, "or
you'd never have pulled through this
Guese you'd give the yeller
rustle.

corp.

fever Itself a hot time to down you."
The recruit felt at the back of his
ears witli alarm.
"I fancy," he said thoughtfully, "that
it wouldn't pay me to have both legs
cut off."

"Well, sir," the corporal said, "Buck
Bill was a thing it was the bardost of
hard to kill. He got cut up by a cowboy in Cheyenne an' lived. In the hospital he broke out on a bitter cohl
night, got drunk, caught cold, got eerie-

sipples (shut up, rookie; that's United
States, too), an' the doctors give him
lie was
up, but he lived through.
shot in the stomach by a Piute an'
lived through. Hie horse put its foot
in a gopher hole an* rolled on him, an'
his saddle crushed four ribs an' a collar bone an' dislocated his liver, but

He had mountain
be lived through.
fever an* pneumonia an' a touch of
smallpox all in one year, but he lived
When we was swlmmin'
through.
horses across the Platte for drill, he
was kicked by hie horse an' was un·

inn rid an' waited. Give me a Comanche
for a square fight. They formed up In
the gray of the mornin' to meet us,
an' says I to myself, says I, it's a
massacre, so it is. for they was about
five to our one. 'Boys,' says Daddy,
cool as ice chests, 'you see,' be says,
'I'm goin' to charge in column of
fours,' he says, 'an' cut through. Look
out for yourselves, an' luck to us all.
Trumpeter,' he says, 'sound the boots
It's a dandy,' he
an' saddles again.

says. 'It's a good defl.' be says.
"An' at that Fred lipped the bugle,
an' it went to rouse the land. You'd
have thought they'd have beard It at

Washington. Whoopee!
'"Again!" yells Daddy, for he

seen It
put blood Into us an' seemed to scare
the reds.
"Fred let her go again, an' I was
lookin' at the other side of the creek
where we'd buried Buck Bill, between
where the Injuns was an' the water. I
guess I cried out. for Daddy howled at
me:

"'What's the matter with

you?

Are

jou crazy?"
"'Tuas enough to make a man crazy. The little mound of gravel over
Buck Bill was heavin'. BUI was comIn' out of his grave. I yelled out. but
the old man was givln' bis commands.
"'Trot." says he. 'Gallop." says he.
"Charge!* says he. an' at the word
'Charge!' Fred lets out a yell from that
old bugle that would scare Madrid.
The Injuns was excited an' lookin' for
us an' ready for us. an' we didn't have
much chance, but that call waked
Buck Bill for fair. Right between us
his grave was. an' the mound heaved,
on' the er.rth parted, an' out come Bill
He staggered a bit,
fr"tn the dead.
facin' the lujiiiis. an' we was comin'
down across the creek, pistols cocked,
lie never looked at us.
full charge.
Man. they was
lie faced the reds.
scared 'Charge!' yells Bill an' goes
for them Just as he was. in the shirt

TaLrlna

command.

most a stranger to the place, It was a
miracle how she got oat unscathed, but

?
( I
φ
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Buck Bill.

disregard^

bit of fortune such as very rarely
in any shipmaster's way—uot
getting salvage, the larger part of
which an owner would fluger for mere
assistance, but taking to port a vessel
which was derelict and deserted, the
greatest and the rarest plum that the
seas could offer. It was a thought that
thrilled him.
But he had uot much time for sentimental musings in this strain. A terribly uervouH bit of pilotage lay ahead of
him. The motive power of his steamer
was feeble and uncertain, and it would
require all his skill and resourcefulness
to bring her out Into deep blue water.
Slowly she backed or went ahead, dodging round to get a square entrauce to
the channel, and then with a slam Kettle rang on his telegraph to full speed
ahead, so as to get her under the fullest

of bands and with a pilot for
years acquainted with the place It
would have been an inOnlteiy daugerWith a half
ous piece of navigation.
power steamer, which had only one
man all told upon her decks and be al-

By P. Y. BLACK

Sit

came

plement

...
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THo«.We

a

deep, hungry black rocks as deadly as
explosive torpedoes. With α full com-

!!

der water for ten minutes, but he
Save the colonel, he
lived through.
in my
says: "Of «II the buck soldiers
command,' says he. 'Bill is the tough'He'd buck up
est buck,' he says.
ag'inst the bubonic plague.' he says,
'an' live through.' So we called him

dau^rs

Captain Kettle felt It to be one of
the supreme moments of his life when
he rang on the Duncausb.v's bridge telegraph to half speed ahead. Here was

She darted out Into the narrow winding lane between the walls of broken
water, and the roar of the surf closed
rouud her Uocks sprang up out of the

il BUCK BILL'S 5
II BURYING
I5

I it was a miracle assisted with the
brilliant ekilL Kettle had surveyed the
No oin· eares so long as a ship
all.
chaunel in the lifeboat and mapped e*
turns up some time."
the
tes
when
and
cry rock in his head,
"It wouldn't have made any differbe vvaa equal to.lt It would b.
ence." said I\<*ttle. frowning. "Some of bet on your dyln'. You're tough, my
barf to come «cress a man of more those
lousy Portuguese have been on Joker. You ought to have died. You're
iron nerve.
the most extrorny fltture of the camboard and scuffed all the money."
Backing and going ahead to get
"What money?"
paign."
reef
turns,
shaving
round right angled
The corporal and the recruit were
"Why. what she'd earned—what there
them
from
*o closely that the wash
was here in the charthouse drawer."
sitting
by the bedside of a wounded
old
battered
creamed over her rail, the
The
The disheveled man gave a tired soldier in camp near Santiago.
tramp steamer faced a million
chuckle. "Oh. that's all right. 1 put man on the cot was deathly pale from
for every fathom of her onward way.
In nt Las Pa Unas and transferred it to loss of blood, but the immense vitality
but never ouce did she actually touch, the bank there and sent home the rewhich had enabled him to survive the
to
out
Into
-«*
.1»
tbe
end
In
ami
ceipt by the B. and A. mallboat to loss by a shell of both legs above the
d
hit
and
water
gayly
clear deep
No; I'm pleased enough knee now permitted him to be cheerful
Liverpool.
monds from the wave tops Into th
about the money, but It's this other and hopeful.
thing I made the bungle of—just being
"Seventy-two a month pension will
for a mau to coucen·
a day too late with that blasted raft."
be a picnic." said he, with a laugh.
trate himself so deeply upon one thin.
Kettle heard a sound aud sharply "Wonder if they'll give me fake legs
he is deaf to all else In the world, turned his head. He saw a grimy man
like that one Amos Chapman rode
and until he had worked the Duncans
"Mr. McTodd." be about with at Fort Supply in the NaIn the doorway.
the
Into
out
Captain
bv Head
open
said, "who the mischief gave you leave tion. Gee, corp. wait till I hobble down
Kettle was In this condition. Ue was to
quit your engine room? Am I to un to the parade an' see you fellers sweatdimly conscious of voices hulling him. derstand you've been standing there in in' at the double time, with old Daddy
but he had no leisure to give them that
doorway to listen ?"
Weiss hollerin' at you: 'Mind the disheed. But when tbe strain was take
"Her own engineer's come back, so I tance. you, there! Sergeant, see that
off then there was no more
banded her over to him and came on that man has an hour's extra drill!
ing the cries. He turned his head and deck for a spell. As for listening, I've
Keep your hands up! You're like a lot
seven
men
which
raft
saw a half sunk
heard every word that's been said. of sailormen!' Ad" I'll sit by an' laugh
with clumsy paddles were frantically
Captain Mulrcady, you have my verj at you. Wow. won't I laugh!"
■»"«">
■»»" tte OUl'r deepest condolences."
The corporal grinned, but the recruit
edge of the reefs.
"Mr. Mc'l'odd," said Kettle, with a looked piteous and sorrowful.
Without η second thought be rang sudden blaze of fury, "I'm captain ol
"Would—wouldn't you rather have
off engines, and tbe steamer lost her this
ship, and you're intruding! Get your legs?" he asked wouderingly.
and
the
Into
trough,
off
fell
way and
to Hamlet out of here!" He got up and
"Oh. I duuno." the crippled soldier reFrom the first
waited for them.
strode furiously out of the door, and plied.
"I never had no trade nor eddi·
had a foreboding as to who they were, McTodd retreated before him.
cation. S'posin' I'd kept my legs, I'd
but the men were obviously castaways,
"Now, keep your hands off me," said never have been nothln' but a big buck
and by all the laws of the sea and hu
the engineer when he bad been driven private anyway an' died or been shot
manltv be was bound to rescue thenv
"I'm in line of
ns far as the end of the fiddley.
duty. Now I'm fixed for life,
Ponderously tbe raft paddled up and as mad about the thing as yoursel' an* I'll get arouud, never fret"
Kettle
rot under the steamer's lee.
and 1 don't mind blowing off a few
"It's so," said the corporal reflectiverame down off the bridge and threw
rounds of temper. I don't know Cap ly, "an*, not bein' a responsible charand
a
eagerthem the end of
halyard,
tain Mulready, and you do, but I'd hat· akter, you mlμ*ht Lave been bobtalled
ly enough they scrambled up the rust
to see any man all crumpled up likt an' gone on the bum, bavin', as you
ed plating and clambered over the that if I could
l'arn.
help it."
say, no trade an' too old to
Thev looked around them with
rail
"Ile could be helped by giving hill You're in luck.
Rut 1 bet you'd die.
curiosity, but with an obvious famii
back his ship, and I'd do it if I was bj By rights, because the doctor said it,
myself. Dut I've got a Scotch part you ought to have died."
that
"I left mv pipe stuck behind
ner. and I'm not going to try for tb(
"The worst of it," said the convalesone. "and. by gum
impossible."
cent. "Is the pain in my toes."
It's there still."
"Dinna abuse Scotland," said Me
"Your toes?" cried the recruit
said
••Fo'c's'le door's stove in.
Todd, wagging a grimy forefinger. "It"»
"They always feels it," said the cor
"1 wonder if they've scoffed
other.
It depends on
your ain wife aud bairns you're think poral. "more or less.
tny chest."
I'll look
Ing about."
how they buried your legs.
"You Robinson Crusoes seem to he
"I ought to be, Mac; but, God bell you up an' have them buried right.
me, I'm not."
There was old Mahoney, who went railmaking yourselves at home." said Ket·
"Vera weel," said McTodd. "Then, II roadin' an' got smashed up by an enthat's the case, skipper, just set yoi gine, with his leg cut off. He suffered
of the men knuckled U· «Soc»
down here, and we'll have a palaver." terrible frutn his tots, an' his son had
ot hair. "We was on her. sir. when
'It's buried
"I'll hear what you've got to say.' the bury in' of the leg.
We got
she happened her accident
said Kettle, more civilly, and for tht proper, dad.' says he, but the old man
off In the captain's boat, and s ίο κ
Sal·
next half hour the pair of them talked doubted it an' got a friend to look It up.
smashed to bits landing on
as earnestly as only poor men can talk Sure enough, the boy had just put it in
We've been lMnj. there
vitre vonder.

that straight again, and who s to believe it was ever there.'
er Uiore nor less. for. as the eugincer
Kettle gritted his teeth. "Thank >ou.
"
said, there was a fortune to be divided
N°w
mv lad
he said. "I <l»ite
for
a
and
would
be
it
somehow,
pity
up
and find yourself something
below
get
a pair of unclean dagoes to have tnorc
than was absolutely necessary, seeing
that they would not know what to do
with it.

possible

+'ΐ·;·ι·;··ι·:··ι·ι·ι·!·ι»ι·{

an* drawers we had

"IFt· blew taps over him."
There was the flight charge
village with snow a foot drop an"
freezin' hard. 'Twas before your t.mo

tliey

was.

on a

I pit an arrow from a papo« so that
night myself right in the shoulder
There's devils an" devils, but them wa>
devils.

"It was one day the oM troop was
slick when we never th«>:i _!:r
there was a Comanche or a Ki<".v;
within ton miles of us. Tw-sn't an
ambush zaetiy. for Paddy saw it in
an
time, but it give us the chills t<
honr or two. There was a creek—soi·';
an' we was goiu' to camp mar tho
headwaters or that creek, we was. It

caught

gettin" toward

was

sundown, an'

wo

tired. Where the beggars conic
from dou't ask nie, but all at otict it
looked as if the troop was surrounded
Gee, they cutiie! We fought an' we
fought, skirmish line, mount an' charge,
dismount, skirmish lino, common·ν ύ·
iu', rally by company, to tho roar, gal
lop—oh. say, it was hot. an', by gi::n
'Twas a ι
we retreated, we did.
moonlight night, an' the moon was up
when the sun went dow n. We was
was

buried

him

in.

'Charge!' he yells, au' we howled, an',
begob. I was like the Injuns—I thought
It was a ghost!
They cleared out;
they scattered; they thought he was a
spirit. We cut after Bill, but he whipped them Comancbes himself. I guess

it took the Mood out of them to see
dead men risin' out of their graves
to light them.
"1 forgot to tell you, you see, but
maybe you've guessed IL Buck Bill
He was scalped
wasn't dead at all.
an' senseless all right, but only stuuned like, an' it was lucky we hadn't
time to bury him deep."

The corporal paused.
"I guess." he said,

rising, "the
nurse'll be klckin' us out if we don't
go ourselves.
Say. you're like Buck
Bill. You've got the bump of vitality
strong. You've lived through this without a liugle call to rouse you either.
But I bi t you'd die.
By rights you

ought

to have died."

Lonely In the Caller)-.
Years ago our theaters did not have
the large audiences they now have,
and it was a common sight to see a
house of "empty benches."
"I was employai at the gallery box

office of one of the theaters," says a
reminiscent Phlladelphian, "and one
evening sold but one ticket,
stormy
no
an
march
dead tired after a long
that to a boy about thirteen years of
time for chuck, an' by t* o'clock we was
age, who rushed up to the window and
nigh boat. Cur'ous for Injuns, they kept
asked if I thought he could get a good
on lightin' aftor dark, ior it was a tim
seat I replied that I thought he could.
moonlight night, see? There was a bit
I felt sorry for the little fellow and
back
it
on
bushes
with
scrub
of a hill
wondered how he would feel sitting in
it
lino.
did
of the otcrk. an' Daddy—he
the gallery all by himself. After the
to<>—retreated to that hill, whore we
first act was over I was aroused by a
might hold the rod devils oft until I'hil
tap on the window and, upon opening
could come up.
it, saw my solitary ticket purchaser
"We couldn't get there at onct.
standing there with a very sad expresOaddv
saw
what
The
Injuns
though.
sion on his face.
was after, an' they gut there before wo
"'Mister,' he said, 'I'm the only one
<>n
the
wn
ù
did. Wi ll, wo was ligbtln'
there, and it's so lonesome that I
up
an"
creek side, an' Buck Hill lie wont
am afraid to stay. Won't you give me
gut killed, an', worse'u tli.it he'd i.n.j#. another ticket, and I'll bring <>ur gang
pod off his horse, bein' wounded- h<· around tomorrow night to help you
got sea I piil Kill was all right, he was out?*
When we
an' we liked him. we did
"I took the lad to the manager and
tumbled to what he'd got, we got mad.
the situation. That boy witexplained
We
too.
charged
an' Daddy was mad
nessed the balance of the performance
an' scattered the blackguards l'or a
from a plush covered seat In the front
time, an' wo got Hill's hotly before they
row."—Philadelphia Times.
had time to mutilate it. save tho scalp
in'. We liked Bill, we did. an' Daddy
The Hiialrni Cri'i'd.
liked him. Ile was η fine build of a
A German Christian missionary who
Ilot
the
held
position
man. The troop
hue worked fur many years among the
shootin' it was, an' we dug a grave, an
Mohammedans says: "Honesty compels
muwo buried liill to save him from
candid student to acknowledge
every
tilation. Wo blowed taps over him. too,
that the old view formerly entertained
atf all the time the Injuns was tearin
In Christian circles concerning Mohamaround on their ponies, shoot iu' in on
medanism, according to which the teachtitm
hadn't
we
Mein'
so.
us like mad
ings of the great Arabian prophet are
we
put
to dig the grave very deep, but
nothing hut devil's doctrines and dogBill under, all aceordin'to the rides an
mas. Is altogether Incorrect. In reality,
regulations an' revised statutes. We Mohammedanism id nothing l>ut a rawas sorry, an' we was mad. for (till
tionalistic type of Christianity in the
was a line build of a mau an' played a
form of a most unfortunate state reat
poker.
good game
ligion. The times are past when scoldan
a
bit.
to
had
we
up
hurry
"Well,
ing about the Moslem cri'i'd as the proin
got
we
retreated
shape,
good
then
duction of the devil will satisfy, and
over the creek, cleared out the Injuns
the struggle against Islam on these
an'
was
that
from the hill- Ihely.
is a failure.
Practically all
premises
d
·ί;Γ.
had time Ό think what we was
of the mission literature that In the sixWe throned up a few bits of title pits
twnth, seventeenth and eighteenth cen:
you. all turies was written against Mohaman' got η bite, to int.
the night tho Coma; .·!: ·:. ·..· > oirclin' medanism is useless."
round the hill an' putt::/ in a good,
steady fire. It looked almighty rough
Temperature of Forçat*.
for us, for there was no chance to
For many years the Swiss governsend out a runner with word to I'hil. ment has been making observations
So when it was near moruiu' Daddy through its forestry stations on the
s{>oke up.
temperature of the air. of the trees and
"
'Boys,' says he, 'we're trapped,' the soil in the forests. These observasays he, 'There's no way to get help tions show that the temperature in the
sent to us. So,' says he, 'as them dev- forests is always below the temperails are all about us an' we're short of ture outside.
The temperature also
chuck an* water an' ammunition,' he varies according to the trees compossays—not just like that, but them was ing the forests.
his meanlu'8—he says: 'I'm goln' to cut
A beech forest is always cooler than
my way out. Is it right?' be says.
As to the trunks of
a forest of larch.
our
was
It
only
"Right It was.
the trees, they are always cooler than
surchance, for we was completely
Regarding the
the surrounding air.
rounded, an' what he said about the
of the soil, It is found that
temperature
ammunition was correct. We had Fted In the forest the temperature is invariYou've
Col ville with us, the bugler.
ably below that of the air. Outside the
heard of him. He'd played taps over
forest the soil is always warmer than
There
him.
we
buried
when
Bill
Buck
the air in summer and colder In windidn't
low.
We
in
was no use
layln'
ter.
Fred
made.
we
row
care how much
blast
up an' gives a roarin' call, full
Preferring a Shark'· Head.
an* to hades with the rest. Boots an'
When a big shark is taken on board
saddles! Yup! I never got my fingers ship, the skull is usually preserved, the
twitchin* at a call as I did that time. tlesh being removed from the bones,
Up we went into the saddles, revolvers and it is a favorite pastime with sailors
at the carry, carbines loose lu the to crawl due after another through tho
I never
boots, an' faced the reds.
distended Jaws. It would be far from
thought I'd live through it, but all I safe to do this, however, when the
was mad al>out was to empty them six
head has been but freshly cut off. bechambers Into the Comanches that was cause under such conditions the jaws
thick about us. They saw what we will
snap together fiercely for some
was up to. Trust them. They're cute.
time afterward if anything be plceed
The beggars got together on the only between them.
road we could take to find the comA

50 Cents
Only
make your baby strong and

to

well.

A fifty cent bottle of

Scott's Emulsion

sickly baby to
plump, romping child.
Only one cent a day, think

will change a
a

of It

Its

as nice as cream.
Send for a free sample, and try St.
&
SCOTT
BOWNK, Chemists,
New York.
409415 Pearl Street,
and
Ji.oo; all dniggisU.
50c.

Jfovelly In Ilnlr.

What Is home without
per? Here we pick up

a

fashion pa-

of these
valuable journals, and this is the first
item of important information which
meets the inquiring eye:
"Hair is worn on the top of the
hold." So glad to learu it! We always
supposed it was worn on the soles of
one

the feet.

Force of

Habit.

Gerald—Tour father kicks about my
Calling so often.
Geraldlne— Don't mind him. It'· only
•

fake kick.

player.—New

He used to be a footbail
York Times.

1
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at wood A Forbes,
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All legal advertisements
A dvektismejit»
are riven three consecutive Insertion· for #1 Jo
column. Special contracta
In
of
Inch
length
per
made with local, transleut ami yearly advertis—

er*.

Job Phimtixo:—Sew type, taut preaaea, steam
power, experienced workmn and low price·
combine to make thla department of our bualneaa

complete and popular.

The dull and rainy weather makes it
Ex-Secretary Long left for his home
Sunday, June 10, was observed
bad for farmers who have not as
rather
at
the
Tuesday.
Children's Day
Congregational
Chas. Long of Boston has recently vis- yet finished their planting.
In the morning the pastor
church.
his uncle, John D., and other relRepairs have been begun by a small
preached a sermon appropriate to the ited
crew of men on the Paris M'Pg Co.'s
\
The decorations were beauti- atives.
occasion.
Mr. Charles Bates
R. M. Cole of Cape Elizabeth is visit- plant in this village.
ful, consisting of ferns and white fleurParis has moved into Mr. F.
In the evening a concert was ing his native heath, and paying his re- of Slputh
de-lis.
Scott's rent, and has charge of men
given by the children, and the parts spects to the finny tribe.
John P. Swasey has been in town of making repairs.
were all very interesting and well preC. H. Lane has returned from a lake
pared. The concert was under the di- late.
N.
C.
Wednesday members of the Baptist fishing trip, bringing with him some
rection of the pastor, Rev.
at fine specimens of salmon and redspots,
Gleason, and Miss Alma Gehring, to church attended a quarterly meeting
and reports that good fishermen are
A trio con- East Sumner.
whom much credit is due.
the W. T. C. U. at- having fine sport.
from
and
RusDelegates
of
Misses
Chamberlain
sisting
and little
Fannie Hamilton
Mrs.
sell and Edwin Gehring, rendered sev- tended the convention at Norway.
The Baptists are building a baptistry daughter of Bellows Falls, Vt., are visiteral selections.
as

the ooinqs of the week in ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
PARIS HILL.
Baptlat Church, Be τ. H. H. BUhop,
βτβ17 Sunday it 11 ι. x.
Sunday School at fi M. Sabbath Evening Ser
vice at 7:80 f. u. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at 7 30 p. H.
Untver«all»t Church, Rev. J. H. Little. Paetor.
Prea.-hlng service every Sunday at 11 a. u.
■i un· lay School at 12 m.
(Tret

Mr. and Mrs. John S. Sparrow and
Mr.
son of New York are guests of
Brown's family at Old Brick for a few
weeks.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
with Mrs. tiibbs Tuesday afternoon, to
work for the fair.
Mrs. Lewis of Portland is with her
friend, Miss Mary I. Melleu.
Alon/o Brown has made a great imin the looks of his place by

at their church.
John Moore had the great misfortune
to have a leg broken Monday, by being
crushed by a heavy timber.
Mrs. Ernest Ledden left Monday for
is
New York, where her husband
located.
Joseph Noyes of South Paris passed

The alumni meeting of Gould Academy proved very pleasant and helpful.
Two of the '02 graduates are to enter
Bates, and three University of Maine.
Sunday evening Mrs. Arabella Carter
Godwin, widow of the late Alvin Godwin,
died at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
The funeral took place
E. C. Rowe.
Tuesday, conducted by Rev. F. E. Bar-

provement
painting his buildings.

ton.

through the place Wednesday.

Dan Emery is sick, and her
mother, Mrs. Bonney, is caring for her.
Rev. Mr. Hooper is to preach on the
Custard Pie Association grounds Sunday, June 22. If the weather is unfavorable services will be held at the Line
1
school bouse.
y
Why go so far away as Four Ponds to
fish?
We have four ponds after every
shower here on the square, with several
conduits to supply.
Mrs. J. C. Fuller and her son Leo and
wife of Waterville are visiting Mr. and
County
T. U. in Norway Mrs. H. D. Irish.
Mell Holland of Dixfield was in town
Mrs.

Mrs. M. C. Snow returned home last
Wednesday, Mr. Geo. II. Shirley, acNIKtiLE COPIE».
week,
together with Miss Snow, who companied by bis daughter, Miss Isabel
cents
four
are
of
the
Democrat
Single Copiée
few
a
for
dayp.
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by had been away
Shirley, arrived in Bethel to spend the
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
Charles L. Case and family arrived summer. Mr. Shirley, who was quite
single coplea of each issue bave been placed on from New York Friday night, and have ill in the
winter, is improved in health.
sale at the following place* In the County :
their house here opeu for the summer.
I'arlln's Drug Store.
South Γ aria,
An agent for the .Etna Co. iron is
Shurtleff's Drug store.
Mr. Case returned to New York Mon- meeting with good success here.
N'oye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
A new sewer is being put in on Meday.
Stone'· Drug Store.
A Children's Day concert was given chanic Street to connect with the main
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buck.lie:·!.
Office.
A. K. Lewi·, Ineurance
Kryeburg.
by the children of tiie Sunday School at pipe.
Mr». Harlow, Poet Office.
Paris Hill,
I the Baptist church Sunday evening,
A good delegation from the Bethel
Samuel T. White.
Went Paris,
which was attended by a large audience union attended the Oxford
con-

Second District Republican Convention

WEST PARIS.

BUCKFIELO.

BETHEL.

THE OXFORD BKABS.

ESTABLISH EU IN».

was very enjoyable.
The Paris Hill Water Co. re-elected
I the old board of officers at the annual

I aud

vention of the W. C.

Thursday and Friday.
Friday evening about sixty

ing Mrs. Hamilton's parents. Mr. S. W.

Dunham and wife.
Mr. Albert Ryder and wife of Gorham, Ν. H., are visiting relatives and
friends in our village.
Ε. M. Emery, who has been at work
for C. H. Adams at Bryant'e Pond, has
been on the sick list a part of the past

week.

Republican County

J

>

jjsive
II
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primary

pieces

operated

choaen

County

delegates

convention.

to

the

REPUBLICAN 9TATE CONVENTION.
The enthusiasm which characterized

Fox were

the Republican state convention of last
Wednesday in Portland may be Judged

Republican

Work began Monday on the state road from the fact that, with no contest in
No. 4, continuing the work of last eight, and in an "off" year, there wen·
present 1202 delegates of the 1383 enyear.
And it is generally
Mose? K. Abbott is sick, and at present titled to seats.
no indication of improvement.
agreed by thoso who were present that
Mr. John Emery was taken suddenly it was one of the most enthusiastic conill Sunday with symptoms of pneumonia, ventions on record. Hon. N. P. Noble
of Phillips was çhairman of the convenbut has rallied and is improving.
Oxford County was represented
Mrs. Reuben Kimball and her grand- tion.

near

daughter, Miss Jennie B. Kimball, of
Portland, have visited at the home of C.
K. Chapman.
Mrs. Day and friend, Mrs. Sweetscr,
are visiting at J. H. Walker's.

the list of vice-presidents by Α. ΚΑ nd re we of Norway, and on the committee on resolutions by Charles F.
Whitman of Norway. John S. Harlow
of Dixtield was chosen member of the
State Committee for Oxford County.
The name of Governor .John F. Hill as
candidate for the gubernatorial nomination was presented by Leslie C. Cornish
of Augusta, seconded by Richard Webb
of Portland and Forrest Goodwin ot
Skowliegan, and was carried by a unanimous rising vote. Governor ΠΠ1 was
notified, and maùe a brief speech of acThe convention was later
ceptance.
addressed by Secretary of the Treasury
Leslie M. Shaw, in an eloquent speech
Mr. Shaw was given a
of some length.

on

The Union Conference of Congregational Churches met with the Lovell
church Wednesday and Thursday. There
was a large attendance and the sessions
J.
were both pleasant and profitable.
A. Chadbourne of North Bridgton was
chosen moderator, and C. K. Chapman
of Lovell scribe. The following was the

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

Walter Bakeiis

I hive a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in cecond
ha-d instruments.

BREAKFAST

GOGOA

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, "i octave, almost new
for · 18.1.

cane,

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for $900, worth $250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond
walnut case, for $290, worth

piano,

I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 8tops, that I will sell at a

great trade.

W. S. Starbird and wife of South Paris programme:
One second hand F.stey organ at South
WKDNXSDAT, JUNE 11.
made a call on relatives on Thursday.
Paris, almost new, for $**.
MORNING.
A large delegation of ladies from this
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
place went to Norway on Thursday to 10:30—DevotionalledMeeting,
by R. L. Lewis of Bridgton.
attend the county convention of the 11 Λ0— Business—Election
stops, in nice condition, for $45
of Officers.
hearty reception.
W. C. T. U.
12 Λ0— Recess.
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
The resolutions adopted were as folHaverhill,
Mr. Ilermon Abbott of
AFTERNOON.
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
lows:
Mass., is visiting his aunt, Mrs. C. H. 130—Devotional Meeting,
that cost $125, for $63.
led by Rev. E. W. Pond of Stoneham.
Lane.
REPUBLICAN STATE PLATFORM.
Rev. Ε. H. Jenkyns, Sebsgo.
The sale held by the Universalist So- 2 .-00— Sermon,
One second hand square piano, a nice
The Republicans of Maine, in conven3:00—Topic, what shall oar Sunday Evening
one, for $1I·), worth $140.
ciety was a success. A good audience
service be? And how shall It be ma<le tion
stand ready to put themassembled,
and
and
the
more profitable?
was in attendance,
fancy
selves on record regarding any vital issue
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
(1) Prayer Meeting,
apron tables, and refreshments of iceRev. E. A. Tuck of Otlslleld. that concerns the American people.
cream and lemonade well patronized. A
(2) Christian Endeavor Meeting.
we pass to the considerations
Before
Rev. A. J. Cameron, BrownfleM.
good sum was realized from the album
carries us back
(3) Lecture, Rev. C. F. 8argent, Denmark, of public policy, memory
quilt, and the silk dozer was voted to
BIU'NUH BLOCK,
llecesi.
to the cruel tragedy of last September,
the former Sunday School superintendEVENING.
when the assassin's bullet took away the
Smith Pari*,
Maine.
ent, Ε. H. Brown of Rumford Falls. 7:30—1'ralse
a
Meeting, led by J. A. Chadbourne. precious life of our beloved Chief
The orange tree was a pleasing attracAddress—Denominational Work,
and
William
McKinley
Magistrate,
Mrs. C. F. Sargent and Rev. Charles Harbutt.
tion. and the Willing Workers are much
plunged our nation into tears. We
THl'BSDA Y MOKNINO.
complimented on the successful managedeeply lament our loss in this untimely
their
ment of the fancy table under
8 30—Devotional Service,
the highled by Rev. D. E. Rurnham. death of one who represented
charge, and for the sale of the large 9.00— Business
est type of American manhood and
deserve
committee
The supper
doll.
9:30—The Pastoral relation.
A merican citizenship. His wise counsel,
Limited
(1) What should the pastor expect of the his
especial credit for the pretty arranget
prophetic vision, his steady hand,
E. W. Pond.
church?
ment of the new dining room in the
What should the church expect of the guided our "Ship of State" into the
(2)
lower hall. A salad and pastry eupper
Established 1780
M. M. Hamlin. haven of
pastor?
peace, prosperity and power
was served to more than one hundred
(3) What should the community expect of that is our exalted
FOR
Ouito-day.
position
Miss
Cochrane.
both?
people. Net proceeds of the sale nearly
nation is now a recognized and respected
of Committees.
■800. At the evening entertainment fine 11:00—Report
world power, with constantly multiplyAFTERNOON.
music was furnished by the Schubert
service.
ing commercial interests, and rapidly
Quartette of South Paris, which was 1:30—Closing
Sermon, Rev. J. B. Saer, of Bridgton.
expanding inilucnce. We are moving
much appreciated by all. The quartette
Communion.
in the van of a progressive
forward
Adjournment.
was assisted by excellent readings from
civilization, and we cheerfully credit our
Mrs. W. H. Lurvey and Ned I. Swan of
ANDOVER.
martyred President with a generous
Bryant Pond. The officers of the society
Chapman's concert is billed for here share in this larger life that has recently
wish to thank all those who so kindly
the Print
June .'10. We had a full house last year come to us as a people.
assisted on this occasion.
and will probably get a good house this
We reaffirm the doctrines and princioftentimes show the need of
ples of the Republican party, which,
year.
BRYANT POND.
The town has put the new gas light carried out as they have been, have
glasses.
The funeral of Mrs. Lula Wing Saturinto the hall which greatly adds to the given to the state and the country a
Tliey :ire Home of the indicaday afternoon was largely attended. The comfort of those who go to see as well prosperity unrivaled in history. Every
tions of defective vision and should
floral tributes presented by the relatives
as those who listen.
be attended to at once.
industry is at its best, labor finds more
and friends were many and beautiful.
You'll be surprised at the comBorn, June 10, to the wife of Chas. constant employment at higher wages
The interment was at Lakeside Cemethe
best
and
is
in
than ever before
Dresser, a son.
fort a pair of glasses will atTord if
paid
tery.
Grass never looked better in early money in the world. The public treasyour sight is in any way defective.
Verne McAllister, of the U. S. Α., arJune than now.
Scientific examination free and
ury is full, and a constant surplus finds
a
four
on
afternoon
home
rived
Saturday
is
The apple crop and potato bugs are its best use in reducing the public debt.
proper glasses properly adjusted
days' furlough.
to be abundant.
The overplus from the fruits of private
what you are guaranteed here.
Mr. Williams of New Tork arrived at going
Owing to the sickness of Miss Gilbert, labor is shown as never before in the
I
the Glen Mountain House this week for the
teacher, the high qchool closed constantly increasing deposits in sava short vacation.
yesterday.
ings banks, and in building and loan asMrs. Clara Hathaway is quite sick.
Mr. Frank Field is in town for a few sociations. We arc justified in calling
Miss Genevieve Whitman is convalescSouth Paris, Maine.
A.
C.
days, the guest of his son-in-law,
upon the voters of Maine to see to it that
ing from the measles.
Dresser.
all these things are not put at risk by
health.
in
is
Amos Bryant
gaining
Messrs. Judge Walker; Ceylon Rowe the success of the Democratic party and
Edwin Stone of New Bedford arrived
Catalogues sent on application,
and Abel Ilarriman are at their mill to- the inauguration of its policies and
at Mr. Bryant'e this week.
The company have about :ί00 principles.
day.
The remains of Ex-Governor Sidney
PHOTOGRAPHIC
We continue our abiding faith in the
cords to saw.
i'erham's wife were brought here Thurstariff and are opposed to all
protective
u
SUPPLIES !
MEBPON
day forenoon. Funeral services were
to took after
efforts to destroy it or emasculate it or
held at the Universalist church at 11
Rev. Mr. Clark of Mechanic Falls was weaken its beneficent operation. We
our IniertwU
P.
W,
o'clock by Rev. John Van Schaick, Jr., here Sunday in exchange with Dr. Crane. favor no scheme that would interfere
In Oxfor«I an<l a<!j tccnt eounttcH.
Hilary or
of Washington. The remains were acFred Sturtevant spent a few days in with the industries of the United States Ί.Ί TSain St., Mouth Pnri», He. commission. A<l<lre«*
OIL
VICTOR
THE
COMPANY,
companied by Ex-Gov. Perham and two Dixfield last week.
and would lessen the legitimate fruits of
Cleveland, Ohio
Mall rnlnr-i nromptlr
A. M. Richardson, who has been at I American labor.
daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Will Perham,
Mrs,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Perham, and
home a few days, returned to Fort I
We uphold and mean to maintain the
Mary Rowe, a sister of the deceased. Williams Monday.
! gold standard and the continuance of the
flowern
There were a great many
Rev. S. D. Richardson rode as far as best
currency known to mankind,
j
brought by the relatives from Washing- the post office Monday, the first time he ι Wo favor Government aid to the end
sent
ones
beautiful
some
also
has been to ride since his illness.
ton,
be
I that
our merchant marine
may
why not step into MRS, L. B. ANDREWS' STORE
from Boston by Mr. and Mrs. Ed wit
Ira Bearce got home from Orono Wed- builded
up, so that a great part of the
ask to be shown her line of
and
Perham and Mr. and Mrs. Amos Chase, nesday.
freight in our business with the world
There waa
children of Kilbon Perham.
Η. T. Glover is doing quite a job ditch- shall be carried in American ships and
also a large bunch of pinks given by Mr. ing the field across the road from his under the American
flag.
and Mrs. Kilbon Perham and Mr. and house. He has been at work several
We favor strong legislation, both in
Mrs. Quinby Perham. The interment weeks and will make thorough work of state and
the protection of
for
nation,
from
of which her line is complete, ranging in
was in the family lot at Lakeside Ceme- it.
Mr. Glover is a good farmer and labor, and for the limiting and carefully
was
who
general does a great deal of work for a man
one will
owns
tery. Postmaster Bowker
who
once
The
to
and
monopolies,
$S.oo.
scrutinizing
regulating
lady
manager of the funeral. The bearers has been through what he has sinco the and we fully sustain the President in
There is nothing that takes their
never he without.
were Arthur Ricker, James Day, Ansel accident which cost him his leg.
his efforts to enforce the law and to reCommencement is all the talk now.
Dudley and Frank P. Cole. The choii
strain encroachment upon it by moplace for durability and convenience.
was Mrs. James Day, Mrs. Lalia Estes,
The ball game here Wednesday benopolies and trusts.
Also, there is a new line of
Charles Hill and Robert Johnston. Mrs, tween Hebron and Edward Little was
We favor legislation to suppress
James Bowker assisted with the flowers, won by Hebron 4 to 3.
the
of
anarchy and to protect the person
There was not as large a gathering a*
President of the United States.
GENUINE EXCURSIONS.
should have been, probably on account
We rejoice in the liberation of Cuba
of the hour. Gov. Perham and wife
and Duck with flounce and insertion.
White
and welcome the island into the family
were born and brought up in Woodstocli
METROPOLITAN PLEASURE FOR EVERY- of national
and we approve
republics;
to
honor
and
and were always a credit
SPECIAL VALUE: —Duck Skirt with two
BODY.
the policy in the new territory which
their native place. They were alwayj
we have acquired, which will, at no disflounces, braid trimmed, only $1.00.
first and foremost in all good works,
tant day, result in complete pacification
"""ft
CB.J
and were among the most zealous work·
Remember you will find a full line of SII1KI
establishment of a free,
visit and the ultimate
ers in the Universalist Society, thej muoitj will doubtless want to
government.
representative
to suit the
WAISTS
when
motwimnnfol
in
fminHincr thf
June
Lewiston on Thursday,
2(J,
fancy of all.
We believe in a fair and honest ballot,
church iierc. One of the first schooli the A dam Forepaugh and Sells Brothers' rot nnlv at pactions but in the selecting
Mrs. l'erham taught beforo her mar· great consolidated shows, comprising of
party candidates, and as experience
double
riago was in the old Chase school house double circus, double menageries,
has shown that our present system of
will
double
museums,
apsome
hippodromes,
which was burned
twenty yearf
nominations is liable to grave abuse, we
there. These great shows are the
ME,
MAXIM
SOUTH
ago. Some of the scholars she taught pear
recommend the enactment by our next
in
York
New
that
exhibit
ones
that
city
in
still
are
at that time
neigh* only
living
of a direct primary law,
EtNTEIW TELEPHONE 10:l-ll.
dare
even attempt to exhibit legislature
others
No
Alonzo
and
Mrs.
Mr.
are
and
borhood,
this which shall more effectually preserve
Felt, Mr. and Mrs. Albion Bowker, and in the metropolis. They opened
the purity of the ballot, and prevent the
season at the Madison Square Garden in
Granville Felt
voters of one party from taking part in
without
the
and
newspapers,
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Felt attended the New York,
the nomination of candidates for any
was
the
that
it
stated
greatest
Pomona Grange at Otisfield this week, exception,
The other party.
and went to West Poland Thursday to circus this country had ever seen.
Every provision upon our statute
menageries contain the greatest number books
visit their daughter Lena.
for the promotion of temperance
Rev. Henry Brown and wife went to of rare wild beasts ever seen in one col- was
put there by the Republican party,
East Sumner this week to attend the lection. In the circus there are 300 star which has
always stood for sobriety and
performers, and in addition to all the thrift among the people of our state.
Baptist Quarterly Meeting.
or
The Baptist Thursday evening prayer standard circus acts there are a score
continuance of all such
There is We favor the
more of sensational features.
meetings are now held in the church.
and demand their faithful and
statutes,
but
them
here,
Alden Chase, Esq., is in very poor not space to enumerate
enforcement by the ofhcers of
So are the Hats at our Stores. The shapes are Fedoras,
there is no possibility of any one being impartial
health, but is able to be out some.
the law.
these
to
see
who
on
the
goes
disappointed
Mrs. Estella Ford has been
Panamas, Sailors, Turbans, Curled brims and stitl" brims,
have entire faith in the honesty,
We
shows, no matter how high their anticisick list this week.
The newdouble brims, etc.
Clean and well made.
courage and patriotism of President
All
lines
raised.
been
have
llill
Kent's
to
may
Ford
went
pations
Miss Ethel
Roosevelt and arc glad to pledge to him
rates
to
here.
cts.
await
attention
last week to attend the commencement of travel will offer especially low
$2.00.
25
your
styles
and his administration our hearty supof fare, and provide all the necessary
exercises, and has not returned yet.
Crash and Duck Hats, 25 and 50 cents.
who port.
Mrs. Diantha Edwards is stopping at accommodation for the throngs
We indorse the course of our Senators
The agent of
wish to go to see them.
The real Filipino Hat, 25 cents.
Alden Chase's.
in Congress and
furnish all and Representatives
Monday morning, June 9, there were these lines of travel wilt
look with satisfaction upon their high
Straw Hats for the children.
of
to
as
time
two arrivals at the home of Mr. and necessary information
influence in the nais ono position and great
White Duck and Flannel Tams for boys and girl*.
Mrs. Thomas Green.
They came to trains and rates of fare. There
councils.
tional
make it their home.
They are twin thing certain, and that is that these exWe fully endorse the strong and able
will enable people
We sell the right kinds of SHIRT WAISTS and
boys weighing together 1β pounds and cursion arrangements
administration of Governor Hill, under
same
the
to
see
here
who
live
identically
Green
Mr.
children.
are fine healthy
the Republican pledges of two
which
FANCY LAUNDERED SHIRTS.
is seen by
carriee a happy and smiling countenance show, and the only one that
years ago have been fully and faithfully
and said, "Now wife, if we were only in those who live in the metropolis.
As a result of wise legiscarried out.
the old country it would mean a hundred
the great corporate interests are HAVE YOU SEEN OUR OUTING SUITS?
The intensely interesting hearing in lation,
dollars to us."
a
larger portion of the public
the case of Charles A. Plummer, charg- bearing
burdens than ever before in the history
ed with accepting bribes as a special of our State. Within a few weeks, the
FRYEBURG.
was
Rev. W. C. Adams of Gorham, Ν. H., liquor deputy from liquor dealers,
last dollar of the temporary loan, inMonday, after having curred
preached at the Congregational church completed last court
largely on account of the war
Tortin
the
three
days
on Sunday, June 8.
occupied
with Spain, will be paid.
Along with SOUTH PARIS,
NORWAY.
well
It
was
Court.
land
Municipal
I)r. Gordon's house is open and Mrs.
this good work lias gone also a substanWhitehouse
Attorney
summer.
contested,
County
the
McKenney is here for
our permanent debt.
in
reduction
tial
We were favored ? with two traveling appearing for the state and Ëx-Juduc All this has been
accomplished without
Probable cause
shows at the same time last week, one Foeter for Plummer.
increase in the state tax rate, and
was found, and Plummer was bound any
the
Church
at
the
New
Hall,
exhibiting
shows how faithfully the Republican
other at the Congregational
vestry. over to await the action of the grand party, under the clear-headed direction
his
Their receipts could not have been large. jury. Plummer was immediately, by
of our present Chief Executive, has adweather will make you want a light weight carriage
Mrs. Durant, who has been matron at own request, suspended from his duties ministered the
public trusts conlided to
rethe
until
seizer
as
grand jury
the Alumni House, left Monday for a
liquor
its
keeping.
I have just got in a large line of both anil
robe and
net.
ports. The announcement of the result
situation in New York city.
Mr. W. H. Tarbox is building more was immediately followed by the arrest
can
save
IIOW TO AVOID TROUBLE.
you money if you will call and see my line before
witnesses
hot houeee for his winter cucumber rais- of three of the principal
who
had
Plummer—rumsellers
time
to
is
the
Now
yourself
provide
against
·
in*.
you
Miss Ellen Tibbetts is back from Bos- testified to bribing Plummer—on the and family with a bottle of Chambercharge of conspiracy to interfere with lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remton.
All fur- edy. It is almost certain to be needed
Mr. Shaw of Cornish has begun a fish the administration of justice.
before the summer is over, and if probusiness for this vicinity. He is living nished bail.
cured now may save you a trip to town
Prop, of the Tuoker Harness Store,
in Miss Lena Howe's house.
READ IT IN HIS NEWSPAPER.
in the night or in your busiest season. It
The horse trainers are at the fair
»
Malno.
Main
91
Street,
Norway,
to be the most
George Schaub, a well known German is everywhere admitted
grounds and are receiving horses for
education. The men are boarding at citizen of New Lebanon, Ohio, is a con- successful medicine in use for bowel
Mr. Phillips'.
stant reader of the Dayton Volkszeitung. complaints, both for children and adults.
Mr. Phillips has a wonderful heifer He knows that this paper aims to adver- No family can afford to be without it.
the best in its columns, and For sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parmuch attention and is tise
that is

relatives Thursday.
C. II. informs your correspondent that
I meeting Saturday night.
and friends were invited to meet Mrs.
to
Boston
to
has
gone
Hannah Chapman of Mankato, who is lie has been informed that there are two
Harry Lyon
I spend a week on the U. S. S. Olympia visiting at Deacon T. H. Chapman's. anarchists in -own. One is John—he of
I with his father. Captain II. W. Lyon.
Mrs. Chapman is a native of Bethel, and huge proportions—the other, if we are
The latest arrivals at The Beeches are after an absence of fourteen years it was to judge, is not of very formidable apI Miss Louise Murden and Miss M. J. Mc- pleasant to meet so many old friendK pearance, but it is well to be guarded.
Mountain Grange are to celebrate their
I Coy, New York. Mrs. Ε. K. Lovett, and acquaintances.
I Brookline.
was observed as flag day in our first anniversary June 17.
Friday
recent
of
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Irish are visiting
A pleasant occasion was that
schools, there being no school upon SatI date when The Beeches' guests went in urday, June 14.
It is boped that it will their daughter in Auburn.
to
June
12 a daughter came to Fred
their
to
offer
congratulations
I a body
become a regular practice in all of our
I the bride and groom, Mr. and Mrs. schools, that the children may learn for Holland's.
J. F. Packard shows a hen's egg β 1-2
I Brooks. As un evidence of their good what the (lag stands, and be taught lesI wishes they left a very pretty lemonade sons of patriotism.
by 8 inches.
Lucier'e Novelty Comedy Co. are
set. Verses appropriate to the occasion
The Chapman concert will take place
booked at Nezinscot Hall for June 19.
I were composed and read by one of the in Odeon Hall July 1.
I ladies.
GREENWOOD.
Rev. Mr. Van Schaick occupied the
WEST BETHEL.
That shower Sunday afternoon etruck
I pulpit at the Universalist church Sun"Then welcome, welcome, gentle spring,
Austin Morgan shortly after he started
With buds and blossoms fair,
Iday, and gave a very effective discourse
on his cream route, and on arriving here
There'» beauty In the forest now,
I before a good congregation, who were
Ami mutile everywhere
hie team was well drenched, as he also
Convention. ! much pleased to have an opportunity to
Young hoi>e ha* twined for every brow
would have been, but for his umbrella,
A rosy garland gay,
I hear him. Rev. Mr. Little, the pastor,
The Republican voters of the County of OxWhile pleasure comes with genial light
and he was somewhat damp as it was.
for two
ford, in the State of Maine, are requested to I will be away from this pulpit
to
And
smiles
cheerful
day.
Austin said that possibly it had rained
meet In convention at the Court House at I more Sundays, and supplies will be fur< >h ! we are happy as the birds
South l'art-, <>u W dn.-sdav, the l>th day of
harder since Noah's flood, but he very
That In the woodland sing,
I uished.
June, A. 1>. lao·.', at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
much doubted it.
For, like our sunnv childhood years,
Ex-Covernor Perham and family arfor the purpose of nominating candidates for the I
the
No
season
like
spring.
at
the
Monday was so windy and cold that
following countv officer1, to be supi>orted
I rived Tuesday night with Mrs. Pcrham's
How kind the hand that decks the Held,
of
Clerk
wit:
to
Senator,
elec
Ion,
men were seen riding out with overcoats
September
were accompanied by
remains.
And
makes
the
I
Illy
bloom,
They
Courts, County Treasurer, County Attorney,
and mittens on; nor is it very warm up
That gives the rose Its silken leaves,
Register of l>eeds. Register of Deed· for Western I Win. L. Perham anil family of New
The bird Its crested plume.
Hence it is
to the middle of the week.
District, <>ne County Commissioner, and Sheriff. York, Sidney II. Perham and wife of
In
our
hearts
Oh, may
early youth
*ls<> to choose a Republican County Committee
evident that all crops, grass excepted,
To that dear Friend be given.
! Kittery, Mrs. Perham's sister, Mrs.
for the years 19o3 an·! l'JOt.
must be making haste very slowly.
So may we live fur him on earth
The basl- of representation will be a· follows I Kowe, and Miss Rowe, of Portland, and
And dwell with him In Heaven."
Kach town and plant tlon organized for electionJ their Washington pastor, Rev. John Van
They are working on the roads again
for
and
one
entitled
to
will
be
and this week, and it is sincerely hoped they
'lelegate,
numerous
are
purposes
Mosquitoes
The funeral was at the house
J Schaick.
each 75 votes cast for the Republican candidate
will keep at it until mules can be driven
Rev. Mr. Van ravenous.
for Governor in i'JU© an additional delegate, and I Wednesday afternoon.
for a fraction of 40 votes In excess of 75 votes an I Schaick spoke befittingly of the lessons
Pigs and potatoes are quite plentiful, over them single file with some degree
additional delegate.
The village hotel remains unoccupied, of safety.
of the occasion, and paid high tribute to
The Republican County Committee will be InII
There are three portraits of Francis
Percy O'Brien is working for G. I),
.-esslon at the grand jury room at the Court•I the personal worth of Mrs. Perham,
mornMorrill.
on
the
Bret Harte, who died in London on the
it
House at South Paris, at o'clock
I
with whom he had had an intimate
Mrs. Annie Wilson of Portland if 5th of May, in possession of the writer,
ing of the convention, for the purjxi.se of receiv- I
trieudship. Rev. Miss Angell of Norway
ing the credentials of delegates.
for Mrs. J. E. Pike,
and they resemble each other about as
Delegates In order to be eligible to participate I followed with some appropriate words. working
L. I). Grover has over a liundrec: much as those of Napoleon Bonaparte
In the convention must t>e elected suiise<|ueut tu'I 1 here were many llowers from friend*
the date of the call for tide convention.
and Frederick Douglass. He immortalI here and elsewhere. The burial was on smart chickens hatched under liens.
Per order Republican Countv Committee
Geo. Luxton is working with R. A
ized his name by writing the Heathen
ARKTAS K STKARNS, Chairman. I 1 hursday at Bryant's Pond, where brief[
Chinee more than anything else he ever
ARTIIl'R K. KoRRKS, Secretary.
Skillings ou Gilman P. Bean's farm.
I services were held.
Dated at South Paris, May 'Ah, lwi.
Frank Kendall still lias em ploy mem produced, in verse or prose.
Mr. Hartc
Prof. L. C. Batemau of Auburn willI
was born in Albany, Ν. Y., in 1839, anil
I lecture at the Baptist church, next Fri- with the town road machine.
Crows are numerous this year, and as was not, therefore, very far advanced in
On the above basis, the several towns an· I
day evening, June 20, uuder the auspice»s troublesome
■laaWttOM t" I lot ford County will be entitled tc lof the
to farmers as usual,
P. S. C. E. Subject, "Loslt
years. By his death another leaf drops
the uumber of delegates given below :
II. II. Hastings, Esq., of Bethel Hill
from the tree of the Poets of America.
Mr. Batemau is a very readyr
I Arts.
1
Nor »y.
Albany,
this
was
in
village Wednesday.
< I and entertaining speaker, and in extern
Bryant's Pond gave a good description
Ox for<f,
Andover,
ii
Lottie
E.
is
Miss
Mason
t
of
Lake View Cottage, together with the
working
Paris,
Bethel,
travels has gathered, from direct
Peru,
Krowntield,
• I observation, a
entertainment, last week, and we will
amount of material1 Bennett's tavern in Gilead.
large
Porter,
Rucklleld,
Henry Cross is preparing to build a now particularize its location for the
11 tor this lecture, which is highly inRoxbury,
Byron,
benefit of those who might wish to
Rumford,
Canton,
structive as well as interesting. Admis- house on his McAllister lot.
Stoncham,
Denmark,
A. J. Haskell has moved into the nici 1 know. The cottage is built on an island
11 sion 10 cents. Lecture at 7:45.
Dix tie Id,
Stow,
residence over his new store.
at the lower extremity of South Pond,
11
Sumner,
Kryeburg,
F. J. Tyler, the new tax collector, wai 1 the said island forming the boundary
Sweden,
HIRAM.
Gllead,
last
Grafton,
in
this
town
on
I'pton,
line between that and Round Pond, and
Tuesday
part of the
Could of Skowhegat
W aterford,
Μυη" Samuel
Greenwood,
Walter Strickland has moved into tin » is reached by a bridge several rods it
31 visited his brother, Eli C. Gould, thiss
Woodstock,
Hanover,
Hartford,
I week. The latter is very low with con tenement recently vacated by A. J length, which connects it with the maic
PLANTATIONS.
Hebron,
land.
11
sumption. His son Frank came from Haskell.
Lincoln,
Hiram,
Mrs. Luanda E. Bean, widow of th« >
The buildings are in view from the
ll Lawrence, Mass., this week.
Magallowav,
l.ovell.
sister road leading from the Centre to Locke'f
Milton,
Mason,
I Mrs. Charles Β. I )a ν is of East Hiram, late Alpheus S. Bean, and aher
beautifu 1 Mills, and only a short distance from it,
Mexico,
endured an operation for an in Miss Cora J. Mason, have
1
Sewry,
home in Fryeburg Academy Grant but the way to get there is from the
I ternal tumor, is very ill.
,
rotin·
for
fare
Railroad arrangements.—<>ne
of Aaror! about two miles from this village, when > other road, turning off at the residence
widow
Mrs.
Roeanna,
trip on Grand Trunk from all stations In Main·
all is peace and quietness. They hav< of James Estes, then crossing the rail
to South Paris, tickets good June 17th and lsth I McLucax, died June 5th, of old age ant \
There is one
One fare on thi
to return on or before the nth.
Heir named the place "Birchmont," and tin » road and field beyond.
inlirmities. aged about S2 years.
Portland and Rumford Kalis, and the régulai
I funeral was attended on Monday by Rev farm is one of the most productive ii 1 novel feature connected with the cot
train from Lewlston to Mechanic Kails will rui
Oxford County.
tage, and that is the olel-fashioned brich
through to Rumford Kail· on the evening of tinc I *· τ. Ri«llon of Kezar Falls. "Mrs. Mc
1Mb.
Half fare on the Maine Central for dele I Lucas has been a Christian for iuan\
fireplace, with its two hand-irons, oi
ÇAST HEBRON.
gates, tt< kets good going June 17th and l?th, hj
I years.
fire-dogs, as they used to be called; ami
return the lsth.
finished
thei
Farmers
have
a
nearly
lively little fire was burning on them
I Mrs. Margaret M. Morrill of Portlanr1
I has sold her blacksmith shop at Easlt planting, while many are hoeing. Weed î We lived and warmed our humble sell
uemutraut, uuunijr vuiivcmiun·
I Hiram, formerly used by Eben ami1 are very thrifty and abundant.
by such an institution as that, during
Mrs. Dr. Pierce from Lewiston is fa
the first seventeen years of our life
The l>euiocnitlc voter» uf the County of Ox I Dennis Morrill, also a large lot adjacent
11UUCC IL ι» uu wuiiuoi tuât cuc ai^ub ml i<
voring her son Frank and family with
for·!, In the State of Maine, are requested t< Μ to Mr. Calvin A. McKeen from Carroll,
vîuîf wliinK tliuv
anrvr^iafa
meet In convention at the Court House al
transported us back in imagination tc
Π Ν". IL. who. with a Mr. Blackwell, will
South Pari·», on Wednesday, the 25th «lav ol
1
:.l
1.
I
Mertie Β. Record and Fred Morril the days of our boyhood, and sighed tc
.lune, A D. P.Vi, ut 10 o'clock In the forenoon
from Boston passed two days with he: be there again.
The .proprietors havf
for the purpose of nominating candidate· foi
Thermometer .June 11 at 40.
the following count* officers. to be supported a'
On the evening of June 4th a large> brother, II. A. Kecord, last week,
expended 8000 in these buildings, and
the September election, to wit Senator, Clerk ol
is
Moulton
in
Auburn
on
which
land
Mary
visiting ί the
they stand; and they
Courts, County Treasurer, County Attorney number of friends of Mr. and Mrs. Elii
\
are entitled to thanks of all for euch a
Registerof Iveds. Register of Deeds for Western1 C. VVadsworth, including the Υ. 1*. S. C. friends.
District, one County lummliiJiiiier, an·! Sh-rlff E. of which Mr. W. is a member, asOur collector. W. Scott Bearce, carat pleasant summer resort. The two ponde
Also to choore a Democratic County Committer
sembled at his residence at Mountaint around on Wednesday, distributing hii above mentioned lie wholly within the
for the vears l'JM an·! lyo*.
limits of this town, and together witli
The basis of representation will Ik; as follows
View Farm, bringing choice and valuable cards.
Kaon t wn ami plantation organized for elertlon
School has two more weeks befori » North Pond, situated in Woodstock,
Refreshments were served.
presents.
l>ur|H.ses will 1m; entitle·) to one delegate. an<l f<>!'r
form the source of Alder River.
each 75 votes cast for thi Democratic candMau and after a very pleasant evening was closing.
The chief topic for discussion at près
for Uuvernor to ISO» an additional delegate. and1 devoted to music and other social enjoyfor a fraction oft») votes In excess of 75 votes au
for
:
en
is
in
a
uew
OENMARK.
to
regard
building
mente, the following poem written for
additional delegate.
school.
Some are ardently foi
Mrs. Geo. W. Gray and Mrs. Parks
The Democratic County Committee will be In the occasion by Llewellyn A. Wads- graded
have gone to Clifton.
session at the grand jury room at the Court worth was read in an admirable manner the house, while others are stronglj
House at South Parle, at '.· o'clock on the mornMr. Geo. W. Gray is in Portland for a
against the enterprise.
by Mrs. Fanny Young Clifford:
ing of the conveutlou, for the purpose of receiv
Colds are very prevalent among oui few days.
in Κ the croient al» jf delegates.
WEDDING GREETINGS.
citizens.
Mr. Herbert Ordway has been obliged
Delegates In order to be eligible to participate,
In tie convention mu-<i lie electe·! subsequent to
S. B. Ryerson and father, Algernot to give up his work in Massachusetts on
the <late of the call for this convention.
Kvereon, are passing a short time witl account of ill health, and has come
TO THK BKI1<KOKO<<M.
Per order Democratic Countv Committee.
We conic with friendship and fraternal greetings, his daughter at Mechanic Falls, Mrs.
home.
W L. FAKkAK. Secretary.
Our brother, ami our friend from the En· Millie Hammond.
L)ate<l at South Parle, June 16th, lbVJ.
Mr. Will Ordway has been in the hosdeavor,
to
Two
have
been
in
this
men
place
pital at Portland the past three weeks,
And fondly hope for more euch pleasant mcetsell and fit glasses. One was Mr. Wood
having his eyes attended to.
COMING EVENTS.
As Friendship's stream shall ripple on forever. sum from Mechanic Falls; the othei
Mr. L. A. Ingalls still continues to be
Aoademv.
Hebron
June 15-l.H.—Conimencemcnt.
called his name Silk. To some he said quite sick.
Juno 17.—Second Congressional District Kepub- If each fervent hope were a dKmond bright,
he lived in South Paris, to others OxMiss Grace Smith, daughter of C. B.
Aud each kind wish were a fragrant flower.
llcan convention. I.»-wlston.
IViuo.-ratic State Convention, llangor. Your home would gleam, like the heavens, ford, and still he told others he lived in Smith, who has been in New Jersey for
June 17
June Is.—Republican county convention, Soutb
bright,
Portland. He sold many pairs to the the past year and a half, is at home for
Aud your lawn would bloom like a lover'»
Paris.
citizens, and some claim he gave them a a day or two. She will go in a few days
bower.
Jnly 21-.55.—Summer school, Canton.
nice fit for their eyes.
to Sharon, Mass., as matron in a school
Au*. J-8t—OKI Home Week.
In danger may some angel hand defend you.
there.
Wherever you may strav,
WILSON'S MILLS.
And may Love, Joy and (tope attend you,
SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ae on your wedding day.
EAST BROWNFIELD.
Mrs. J. W. Carter has returned from
• luting Pants.
The death of Fred W. Stickney on
Central Maine hospital.
My son, when life'* tide le ebbing low,
Muslin Underwear.
F. A. York has been sawing wood for June 1st was a shock to his friends and
And your hair, like mine. Is white as enow.
When Out Shopping.
May vôur record show you have e'er been true R. A. Storey with his portable steam townsmen.
Until Saturday evoning
Swellest of the Swell.
To the loving heart that Is trusting yon.
there were great hopes of his recovery.
25 Styles In Women's <>xfori! Tics.
engine.
Umbrellas.
Will Hart and wife are up the river He was the youngest son of the late J.
TO THK BKIUE.
Kastern Steamship Company.
Osborn Stickney. His mother was Sarah
on an outing.
Pure as the softly falling snow.
Karm for Sale.
Or the crvatal waters that onward flow.
He had
The Colt party came down Saturday. Nickerson of Tamworth, Ν. H.
To Keepers of Dogs.
Warm as the breath of eventide,
Flint have been guiding been engaged with his father-in-law,
U the greeting we bring, oh fair young bride. Geo. and Arthur
Hiram Gatchell, in the lumber business
them.
MAINE POLITICS.
With a pen from the «love's fair plumage,
S. W. Bennett was over from Richard- for the last two years. He leaves a wifo
Dtpoed In the morning dew,
He is building and two children—the youngest but six
son Lake over Sunday.
I would sit where the dawn Is brightest.
months old. His age was 30 years.
a camp to J. L. Parkhurst of Boston.
And write a poem for you.
Llewellyn Power» whs re-nominated
Mrs. Frank Quint, who has been so
The rainy weather is very discouraging
by acclamation for representative to I would weave a wreath of 1111m,
to those who do out-of-door labor.
seriously ill, is improving fast.
congress from the Fourth Maine District,
To garland your forehead fair,
at a convention held in Bangor Thurs- And a cluster of orange blossom»
Quite a delegation from here were in
To twine In your raven hair.
attendance on the union conference at
NORTH BUCKFIELD.
day.
Born. June 11, to the wife of Merton Lovell, and two delegates from the W.
of liappy years.
Congressman Amos L. Allen of the Long be tbe chain
C. T. U. attended the county convention
A. Warren, a boy.
Untouched bv sorrow, undlmmed by tears,
First Maine District was renominated at An·I
loyal tbe friendships tried and true,
Mrs. Hannah Bailey of Mechanic Falls, at Norway.
Portland Wednesday by a convention of
That shall gladden the years that come to you.
The Misses Stevens have arrived and
who has been caring for Mrs. X. B.
which Ex-Mavor Charles H. Kandall of
Breslin's cottage "The
on the union of hearts that shall ne'er be twain, Emery, has gone home, and Mrs. Emma opened Mrs.
Portland was chairman.
on this plea-ant home 'mid the htlle of Maine,
Mrs. Breslin is expected
Birches."
is with Mrs. Emery again.
Bonney
the blessing of Heaven re»t for aye,
Congressman Edwin C. Burleigh of May
Washington Heald has rented his soon.
A» It rests lu the gloaming of titis June day.
the Third Maine District was re-nomistand.
nated at Augusta Tuesday by acclamaA. Gerrish, Carl Heald and his
BYRON.
W.
OXFORD.
tion.
The convention, which was an
hired man are at work on the road with
Mrs. Annie Hylan, widow of the late
Mrs. Win. Dow and child of Falmouth
enthusiastic body, was presided over by
four horses.
John Hylan of this town, died at her
Foreside have been visiting at her
Norman L. Bassett, Est]., of Augusta.
Mrs. Mary Capen of Massachusetts is daughter's in Lynn, Mass., the 5th inst.,
father's.
with her sister, Mrs. K, D. Heald, this of heart failure, aged 06 years. She was
Andrew Hayes is spending a short
The deadlock in the Androscoggin
summer.
brought here and buried in the cemetery
County Republican convention was time at home.
Mrs. Melissa Cressey of Salem is with at the Centre.
Rev. Mr. Hannaford of
Mrs. Loren Brown is very sick.
finally broken Tuesday morning, when
attracting
her sister, Martha Record, this summer. Rumford Falls conducted the funeral
on the 20"Jd ballot Hev. C. S. Cummings
Lina Carr has been sick with German
noticed by the "press."
Mrs. S. J. Wolcott of Mechanic Falls ie services.
of Auburn was nominated for sheriff. measles.
Hackett
is at work at the new
Mr.
with Mrs. Record for a while.
£. T. Robinson of Mexico is in town
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Darrell have rePreceding that ballot the supporters of
Mt. Pleasant House at the Mountains.
Mrs. Mary Woods of Rumford is at calling on friends.
Auburn.
and
Shackford
had
withdrawn
to
turned
Dwelley
Mrs. Meader of Chatham is with Mrs.
work for Clint Mason.
Mr. James Starbird of Turner is visittheir candidates, and of their aggregate
Mr. Wood and Mr. Hanson of Boston
Randall for the summer as Mrs. Randall's
Holman Monk is at home from Uni- ing here.
of thirteen votes eight went to Cum- were here last week and went iiehing on
assistance.
Chas. Hodsdon is to haul birch squares health requires efficient
versity of Maine until September.
mings and four to Uoogin, making the Thompson Pond.
Miss Sue Weston has gone to Boston.
from West End to Byron Station.
result of the ballot, Cummings 75,
An article appeared in the Brown
has come home
Miss
Rachel
Weston
The railroad company is repairing the
GRAFTON.
Uoogin 60. Uoogin's lieutenant, Kelley, Book of Boston for June, written by
from the Normal Art School at Boston.
over Falls brook.
trestle
two
chiland
little
Wood
F.
C.
Mrs.
pledged the support of the (loogin men Miss Heloise E. Hersey, entitled, "HomeMiss Anna Barrows and Miss Susan
Mr. and Mrs. Green of Winthrop are at
to Cummings, and moved to make the made Culture for Girls."
dren, of Randolph, X. H., have been in
Miss
Charles arrived on Thursday.
Shaw's.
Jotham
to
on
a
visit
week
or
two
town
the
unanimous.
The
nomination
past
Miss Hersey intends starting for
story of
is to be with Misa Bradley this
J. £. Shaw recently had one of his Charles
her mother and sisters. Will return to
this convention is without a parallel in Europe in a few weeks.
cattle come in contact with a hedgehog, summer.
The ladies of the Parsonage Society her home the first of the week.
the politics of the state.
Road repairing ie the chief employ- filling its nose with quills.
held an entertainment with musical and
BROWNFIELD.
Dr. and Mrs. Taylor attended church
W C- T. U. CONVENTION.
literary exercises and ice cream and ment of men in this vicinity at present.
schools in
The grammar and
Mrs. G. A. Otis has gone to Greene to at Berry's Mills, and listened to Rev. E.
The Oxford County convention of the cake on Wednesday evening.
are
to be closed during the
the village
visit her daughter, Mrs. Harvey Phil- P. Woodward of Portland Sunday.
Woman's Christian Temperance Union
summer.
brook.
NORTH PARIS.
was held in the Congregational church
The Ladies' Circle met Wednesday
EAST SUMNER.
at
Brooks
is
Miss
Carrie
working
F. E. Gowell has quite a show of
at Norway Thursday and Friday, June
afternoon and evening with Mrs. CamOxford
The
Meeting
Quarterly
Baptist
Hotel.
at
his
place, having seventy-five Poplar
12 and 13. and was a most interesting poultry
at the pareon&ge.
was held at the Baptist church on Wed- eron
and profitable series of meetings.
The hens and rooster*, and more than 350
Mr. S. M. Adams is spending a few
The
and Thursday of last week.
EAST BETHEL.
day
of
chickens
all
sizes
a
from
week
or
two
at Scarboro.
Thursday evening address was by Mrs.
Farmers have commenced their hoeing. sessions were well attended by people days
Nellie (i. Burger of Clark, Missouri, and old to some weighing nearly three
Mrs. George Wakefield has returned
Mrs. outside of the place, and the interest
is
for
Swan
Blanche
He
will
dress
working
off
of
the
pounds.
largest
was on the subject, "My Knight of the
from Portland much improved in health.
was unusually good.
Galen Blake.
Mrs. Burger is a them soon for market.
Nineteenth Century."
Mr. David Seavey is failing. Is now
At this date, June 12, Mr. M. C. OsCleveland Bartlett is working in the
R. B. Never» reports that he has
to his bed.
talented speaker, and held the closest
confined
with little prospect
is
feeble,
Edward
Mr.
very
store
for
good
King.
caught in two traps that he has had set
attention of a good audience.
Mrs. Farnham is very feeble, no hopes
of
visited
last
Blake
Lewiston
recovery.
H.
O.
thirteen woodchucks this spring.
her recovery.
The officer· chosen were:
A. J. Berry has been laid up for a fow of
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ridlon and child week.
Mrs. Fitch is epending the week in
President—Mr·. Belle Nulty, BuckileM.
His new
sores in the throat.
with
a
of
student
Mr.
days
Warner,
E.
visited
at
W.
Curtis'
June
Albert.
8.
Vice-Presidents—Μη». Elizabeth W. Morton,
boiler are set up, and the Sebago with relatives.
South Pari·; Mrs. E. A. U. Stlckney, East
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Foes of Knight- Newton Centre, Mass., will supply the engine and
Mrs. Harnden is quite sick.
Brown Held
here during the summer months. sound of the steam whistle gives us a
ville
on friends here June 8.
called
pulpit
Ε. E. Ollpatriok is working in s coat
Corresponding Secretary—Mrs. Annie Barnes,
bint that it is dinner time.
Services at 2:30 P. κ.
mail
of
2990
matter
were
disin Cornish.
Norway.
Well, that long cake walk in Auburn shop
Mr. N. F. Swan went to Lewiston the
Recording Secretary—Miss Jennie M. Brown, tributed by Carrier Stearns on this
Miss Edith Walker is working in the
has ended, and Cummings takes the
West Pari·.
11th.
route during the month of May.
Hotel.
Mrs. C. H. Kimball entertains the cake. May he be abfe to thoroughly Pequawket
Further mention of the convention,
Mrs. Carrie Flavin went to Boston
Matle Weatworth ia working for Mn.
and some of the papers read, will be June 11 to have her little
digest it. It la high time for Lewiaton Pitch.
boy's eye Ladies' Union Thursday afternoon, Jane to
19.
Indulge in house cleaning.
on.
published later.
Will be held In Cltv hall. l.ewlston, Me., Tuesday, June 17, at 1.30 o'clock P. M., fur the purpose
of noudnatlng a candidate (or Congress to be
voted for at the -September election.
To select a district coiuuilttee and transact any
other business that mav pro|>erly couie before It
The basis of representation will l>e a« follows :
Kach cltν, town and plantation will be entitled
to one delegateand for each seventy Ave vote· cast
for the Republican candidate for Governor In
l**>an additional delegate and for a fraction
of forty vOtes in exce-s of seventy live a further
additional delegate. Vacancies In the delegation
of any city, town or plantation can only be tilled
by a rest·lent of the county In which the vacancy
exist·.
The District Committee will lie In session In
the reception room of the hall at 1.' o'clock M. on
the day of the convention for the purpose of
receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegate»
In order to be eligible to participate lu the con
ventlou must be elected subsequent to the date
of the call for this convention.
i'er order Republican District Committee.
C. 5. Ckowk! L. Chairman.
J. W. Bkaikktt, Secretary.

LOVELL.
J. H. Walker and W. 8.

The FINEST COCOA in the World
Costs Lass than One Cent Cup |

W. J.

Wheeler,

W. H.

Winchester,

Thirty-Eight Highest Awards In
Europe and America.

Walter Baker & Co

ΟθΠΜβΓ, MaSS.

HEADQUARTERS

Headache

Eyeache

Blurring of

Rrcrds, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies,

Samuel

ΠΑλΧΓΟ AO

Unlflttlnu

Richards,

Ν. H,

Berlin,

9

SALESMEN WANTED

MAXIM,

j

When out

Shopping

WALKING SKIRTS,

price

$1.98

Light Weight Skirts,
Pique,

V...»

MRS. L. B. ANDREWS,

PARIS,

BLOCK,

STORES.

BLUE

Straw Hat Season is here

Noyes Company,

F. H.

Lap Robes and Fly
June

tly

buy.

only

when he saw Chamberlain's Pain Balm
advertised therein for lame back, he did
not hesitate in buying a bottle of it for
hie wife, who for eight weeks had suffered with the most terrible pains in her
back and could get no relief,
nesays:
"After using the Pain Balm for a few
Ί
feel as
wife
said
to
me,
days my
though born anew,' and before using the
entire contents of the bottle the unbearable pains had entirely vanished and she
could again take up her household
duties." He is very thankfnl and hopes
that all suffering likewise will hear of
This valuable
her wonderful recovery
liniment is for sale by Shurtleff & Co.,
E. P. Pariln, South Paris; Stevens,

Iin, South Paris; Stevens,
Noyes' Drug Store, Norway.

Dr. Wm. C. Hatch, an anti-vaccinationsuffering from a severe case of
small pox at his home at New Sharon.
Ilis son, who is attending the case, has
been vaccinated at the father's request.
Dr. Hatch recently returned from the
New England convention of eclectic physicians in Hartford.

ist, is

little son had an attack of whoopthreatened with
was
pneumonia; but for Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy we would have had a
It also saved him
serious time of it.
from several severe attacks of croup.—
Oxford; Noyée Drug Store, Norway.
editor WorldH. J. Stbickkadkn,
The new through train between New Herald, Fair Haven, Washington. For
&
Co., E. P. Parlin,
York and Portland via Worcester will sale by Shurtleff
be a mail train, and will reduce the time South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes
of the mails both ways, between New Drug Store, Norway.
York and all points in Maine, by several
The death of State Liquor Commishours.
sioner James W. Wakelield of Bath is
Of what does a bad taste in your closely followed by the announcement of
It indicates that a half-dozen candidates for the poeition
mouth remind you?
three of which are
your stomach is in bad condition, and thus vacated, only
will remind you that there is nothing so from Augusta.
good for such a disorder as Chamberlain's
use Chamberlain's
For biliousness
Stomach & Liver Tablets after having
Stomach & Liver Tablets. They cleanse
once used them.
They cleanse and in- the stomach and
regulate the liver and
vigorate the stomach and regulate the
and permanent
a
bowels. For sale at 25 cents per box by bowels, effecting quick
For sale by Shurtleff & Co.,
Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin, South cure.
E. P. Parlin, South Paris; Stevens,

Paria; Stevens, Oxford; Noyee Drug

Stor·,

Norway.

We

Oxford;

FAVOR,

N.

JAMES

Nets !

are

showing a line

line of

Handsome Jardinieres

My

ing

<!ough and

I Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

in

our

west

moderate

N.

price

Dayton
89

SOUTH

window,

for the

at very

quality.

Bolster & Co.

Mark.et

Square,

PARIS,

CASTORIAWf»^*» gJJ,*

III KM Yett Uan Mnit BmtU

MAINS.

The

ttxtord

Brmoctai

Miss

PA KM POST Ο» VICK.

Hier Houx· :««ΙΙ»ΤΛ».
jUU P. M.
C

(1RA!U

TRUNK

M

;

s ·*) A. H.

Mary

Dwinal of Mechanic F.dls is
a truest at Wm. Blake's.

SOUTH PARIS.
HOI'Τ Η

Nathan Chase was down from Rumford Falls over Sunday.

to

HAILWA Y.

A good number
CLOSE OF SCHOOL YFAE. jI marks.present.
The Grammar School
wt*re

CLASS OF TWENTY GRADUATE FROM

PARIS HIGH SCHOOL.
Ι
David B. Woodbury has a nice lot of
pansy, cabbage and oilier plants to sell.
Miss Bertha Merrill of Auburn has INTERESTING
AND
ENTERTAINING
Wen spending a few days with friends in
GRADUATION
EXERCISER.—REPORTS
town.
Κ KO M THE

Commencing Juoe 15, l'Jfti,

OTHER

VILLAGE

graduates

(tor Bennett,
Carrie Clifford,
<Ίι Hter Merrill,
Nolle Jackson,
Mildred Parlln,
Louis Trlbou,
Lllla Swift,
THE

SCHOOLS.

of visitors

are

the

names

of those

IShurtleff Intermediate:
Katie Ca«h.
Krne-t Cash,
Loell Cleveland.
Edd'e Lowell.
Robert i'arlln,

Ralph Bennett,
Malcolm Brlggs,
Λ mile Muzzy,
Mae Field,

Albeit Morae.
Robert W heeler,
Bessie Haggett.

Erlon

! Oxford County Court Direotorj

NORWAY.

to

Ethel Towneen'l,
Townseud,
Clifford Cub,
Irving Lowell,
Cecil Maxim,

Mildred Scrlbner,

are:

promoted

1901-2.

s

Congregational Church, Rev. B.
Rldeout, PastorPreaching service Sunday
"econd

10:40 A. x.; Sabbath School·, 12:00 M.; Men'
Prayer Meeting at 6:30; Social Meeting. < :15 ρ
Judicial Court.
κ.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thursday
The names of those not absent one- evening;
Y. P. S. C. K. Meeting Friday even
Second Tuesday of March.
half day are:
of Octol>er.
Church, Rev. Caroline K. Angell Second Tuesday
Irvine Lowell.
Eddie Lowell,
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday, at 10 Λ
Mildred Scrlbner,
EthefCampbell,
U
P.
C.
Y.
12
Probate
A.
Sabbath
M.;
School,
M.;
Freelle Wltbam,
Lillian Powers,
meeting, 7 Λ0 p. M.
James Cleveland,
Merton Ellin,
At Soith Paris.
Methodist Church. Rev. B. F. Flckett, Pastor
Penfold,
Ham,
Raymond
Ralph
8abbath School Third
Preaching service, 1030 a.
Stevie Clifford,
Tuesday of each month cxccpt August.
Arthur Ayer,
7:00 P. M.
Social
12:00
Meeting,
Evening
M.;
Lovell Churchill.
Oscar Cleveland,
meet
At Fryebsrg,
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class
log, Friday evening.
MAINE NEWS NOTES.
Flist Tuesdays of June and December.
Pastor
S.
E.
Rev.
Cotton,
Church.
Baptist
Preaching service, 10 30 a. m.: Sabbath School
At Ramford Falls.
12 Λ0 m. Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 P. M
8eeond Tuesday of February, second Tuesday
Ambrose Clement of Rumford Falls
STATED MEETINGS.
of Mav, third Tuesday of August, second Tues
■was arrested.the 7th, accused of robbing
Κ. A A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge
day of November.
Reade No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evenlne on oi
A. G. Reade of Lewiston of $65.
states that Clement came into his store before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29, assenbles Wednesday Evening, on oi
on Middle Street and pushed him out of
At South Paris.
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. Λ 8. M.,
a back door into a yard, when he knock- Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
Regular sessions Second Tuesday of May.
No. l, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after First
ed him down and robbed him.
Tuesday of September. Last Tuesday of
full moon.
December.
1.0.0. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
of
eon
Wil7,
George Galligher, aged
la Odd Fellows' nail, every Tuesday Evening.
liam Galligher, of Saco, who had been
Commissioners.
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
and fourth Friday Evenmissing since Thursday morning, the Fellows' Ha 1, second Mt.
John M.
Bethel.
of each month.
Hope ReBckah Lodge, JonathanPbllhrook, Chairman, Kant Stonebam.
5th, was found in the Saco River below Inge
Bartlett,
No. 58, meets on first and third, Friday of euch
Mexico.
It is supposed month.
K&udall L. Taylor,
Cataract Falls the 7th.
the child was playing on the banks of
K. of P.—Keeular meeting In Hathaway Hlock
Officers.
the river when he fell in the water and every Thursilav Evening. U. It., A. O.ofNoyce
each
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday
Charles F. Whitman, South Paris, Cl'k of Courts.
was drowned.
month. Lake Assembly, No. 83, P. S., second
County Attorney.
Ellery C. Park, B<-thel,
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
J. Hastings Bean, South Paris, Register of Deeds.
Dr. Charles O. Hunt, superintendent
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
of the Maine General Hospital, has ten- fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall. Eckley Ballard, Fryeburg,
Register of Deeds, (Western District.)
G. A. R.—Ilarrv Rust Post, No. 54, meet* In
dered hie resignation to the board of
Addison v. Herrlck. Reihof, Judge of Probate.
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
Albert D.Park, South Paris, Register of Probate.
directors, to take effect October 1, the of each mouth.
George M. At wood, South Paris County Treas.
end of the hospital year. Dr. Hunt
W. U.C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon
James R. Tucker, South Paris, Sherlffand Jailer.
says that he intends to give up hospital
meets
In
Lodge, No. 177,
work entirely. Dr. Hunt is the first and New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and thirl WedSheriffs.
month.
only superintendent of the^ Maine Gen- ncsdav evenings of eachand
Paris,
South Paris Council, Henry E. Hammond, Crier,
Ο U. A. M.—Norway
eral Hospital, having been in^ charge of
Norway.
No. 10, meets at G. A. It. Hall every Tuesday •lames L. Parker,
the institution since its establishment in
Thaddeua Cross,
Norway.
evening.
Norway.
1S74.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets Albert P. Bassett,
ltethel.
•econd ami fourth Wednesday evenings of each Cyrus M. Wormell,
George G. Shirley,
The usual number of drowning acci- month.
Fryeburg.
East lllram.
No.
L.
247,
Flint,
Commandery,
Edgar
U.
O.
G.
C·—Norway
dents occurred in the state on Sunday,
Porter.
lames W. Chapman,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
the 8th. The three victims reported are each month
Lovell.
Waltei C. Basse»,
Dlxflcld.
Don A. Gates,
Frankie, 7-vear-old son of Solomon Rowe
Canton.
Itonello
A.
Rarrows,
hole
a
weather.
;>f Turner, who stepped into
deep
Delightful
Buckfleld.
A.F.Warren,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Flood of Farm- Harris L. Elliott,
while bathing in Martin's stream ; karl
Rumfonl Falls.
home
to
F.
their
John
12
from
Urldgton.
Norway
Davis,
of
drove
Parker
old,
Blaisdell
Head,
years
ington
Bethel.
Milton Penley,
svho fell into the Kennebec while play- Lake where they are visiting.
Rumfonl Falls.
Fred A. Porter,
Dr. Bial F. Bradbury is painting his AddUon E. Holt,
Waterfonl.
ing about the mills: and John K. Chatto
Bryant's Pond.
jf Ellsworth, who was drowned in house. Sawyer and crew are doing the Wellington Bird,
Union River by falling overboard from a work.
Many School Children are Sickly.
The village scholars are enjoying lift;,
joat. Chatto was 65 years old and a
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
;ivil war veteran. He is survived by a since school closed.
bv Mother Gray, a nurse In Children's
used
excontinues
ion and a daughter.
The fishing on the lake
Home, New York, break up Colds In 2-4 hours,
and the fishermen are numerous. cur·· Keverl-hness, Headache, Stomach Troubles,
cellent
Thirteen-year-old Rosie Starrett of
Disorders, and Destroy Worms. At
Hay is selling for ten and twelve dol- Teething
i
AdBath had a remarkably narrow escape lars
The farmers are anticipat- all Druggists. 25c. Sample malle Ν. FREE.
ton.
per
Y.
Alleu
S. Olmsted, Le Koy,
drees,
rom death Monday afternoon, literally
a large crop this season.
ing
32-calibre
a
teeth
■atching between her
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Stiles go to Portmild fired from a revolver only a few
BORN.
land the first of the week to attend the
The only injury the girl
eet away.
of Mr. Stiles' brother, W. C.
lufTered was a slight cut on the back marriage
In North Buckllcld, June 11, to the wife of MerStiles, which takes place on the 18th
aw and powder burns on her face,
ton A. Warren, a son.
net.
In Ruckfleld, June 12, to the wife of Fred
{osie and her 11-year-old brother Royal
tbe
Lion. John A. Roberts attended
Holland, a daughter.
vere examining a 32-calibre revolver
at
In Norway, May 23, to the wife of Manford
of the Maine University
vhich they found in the house, when meeting
a son.
jrono Tuesday as one of the trustees. Palmer,
In Norway, June 8, to the wife of W. S. Sloan,
he weapon was accidentally discharged.
he took in the state conven- a son.
Returning
of
The revolver was within three feet
In oxford, May 2#, to the wife of D. S. Rich;ion at Portland.
he gill's head at the time, and the
Mildred.
L. Plummer is reporting for the mond, a daughter—Doris
Harry
and
In Bryant's Pond, June 9, to the wife of Thos.
mllet passed between her lips
Mr. Potter has left for Green, twin sons.
Advertiser.
lier
back
truck against
teeth, glancing
in Kezar Falls, June 9, to the wife of E. W.
jther and greener fields of thought and
Her face was
,iT against the gums.
Sawyer, a daughter.
ivork.
she
and
In
the
Andover, June 10, to the wife of Charles
burned
powder,
by
>adly
Harry Manser of Auburn was in town Dresser, a son.
On the way
nn shrieking down stairs.
on court business.
rhursday
lown stairs she spat out the bullet, and
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Andrews and
MARRIED.
t was later found, a flattened piece of
are at Old Orchard for a vacalaughter
s
A physician dressed the girl
ead.
:ion of some time.
not
would
she
round and said
In (-Jrecnwood, June 11. by Rev. C. A. Brooke
probably
While at the breakfast table Friday of Yarmouth,
Mr. Chare. B. Brooks and Mrs.
uffer any serious results.
saw
Jones
l·.
of
W.
Elizabeth E. Williams, both of Greenwood.
morning the family
I
of
the
front
in
lawn
In
the
on
Fryeburg, June I. by Rev. Banian V. Stone,
hree deer
APPLE ORCHARD NOTES.
Buzxell and Mis* Edith M.
After a while the deer walked Mr. E. Chandler
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Court.

Court of

County

'^.<E.eoJ^.—Lakeside

jam.

AGKICULTl HAL
82 MAINE
EXPERIMENT STATION.

J
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Cole s pasture.
iway up the hill into
Dr. Annette Bennett went to Biddewill
ι ord the lirst of the week where she
ittend a meeting of the Maine Ilomeo1 >atliic Medical Society.
Mrs. 'Γ. II. Sawin is visiting with
riends and relatives in Boston for a
! ihort time.
C. R. Webster of Hartford, Conn.,
risited Rev. B. S. Rideout Sunday. They
vere formerly associated in Connecticut
This was the
! iome sixteen years ago.
irst time they had seen each other since

The Experiment Station has since ISM)
iad under observation several apples of
tussian origin and other varieties orignating either in the colder parts of
laine or in the Northwest. Bulletin Sives a general idea of results of these
The widely varying conbsorvations.
litions existing; a general statement as
ο the value of any given variety only
«proximately correct. Some varieties l hat time.
Norway Lodge, No. 10, I. O. O. F.,
rliich are considered specially valuable
vork'ed the degrees upon several caudiα Aroostook County are unknown in
Following the
Le southern counties; while otheis, lates Tuesday evening.
at which over
rhich are of merit for the south are not vork there was a banquet
hundred found seats. Speeches were
uflicientlv hardy for the nothern porA condensed
ions
description, in η order during the banquet.
Elsie Favor and her mother, Mrs. J.
ibular form, of all the varieties tested
will visit M-. and Mrs. Henry
given and the most promising sorts tf. Favor,
<\ Favor, at Brockton, Mass., during her
re treated in detail.
Of the Russian Apples tried but three -acation.
Horace Pike has Freeland ^oung s ell
-Alexander,
Longfleld and
It is a great im·
'ransparent—can be recommended for learly completed.
entrai culture in competition with ] movement to Mr. Young's buildings,
,.
pples of American and West European urely.
Carl Hayden with John Hutchinson
and the number to be advised for
arc stopping at the S.
James*
ind
is
not
state
Lay
the
of
sections
lie"colder
I. Hayden cottage on the west shore of
The most promising sorts in edtree.
came from Haverhill,
ition to those named are: A nisi m, I he lake. They
iiabka, Borsdorf, Cross, Green Crimean, Jnss., this week.
F. W. Rounds, son of the late Dr.
Iibernal, Koursk Reinette, Prol fie
of South Paris, is clerking for
weeting, Repka, Aport and Russian I tounds
r. P. Stone.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Tarr and family
Among other valuable hardy apples
lake cottage. They
escribed are Arctic, Boikin, Doctor, : ,re stopping at their
of the summer months
Hiding, Muuson Sweet, Northwestern vill eniov most
several t hero. Mr. Tarr goes DacK ami rorin
Shiawassee and
Greening.
Though < laily from the factory.
romising Maine seedlings.
W. O. Needham starts for the lakes
oft
îany varieties are described, the
the week. Ile will visit Capt.
epeated advice, "for market plant few 1 he first ofNash
at Haines Landing.
For [. Waldo
arieties" is again strongly urged.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen P. Brooks will enommercial purposes plant only those
and the
at Portland
orts whlfch have a recognized com- j oy an outing
lercial value or those which are of such i glands for several weeks.
•Stephenson, the boatbuilder, has slnpponspicuous merit that a market is
in Massachusetts
ssured. A brief account is also given < d one boat to parties
others to the lake
f
the keeping qualities of several ,nd will soon ship
egion.
arieties which were placed in a cellar,
J. Martel, who was injured by falling
Bulletin 82 will be sent free to all resia ladder at A. F. Andrews', is imI
rom
the
to
who
ents of Maine
Agriapply
ultural Experiment Station, Orono, j >roving.
Mrs. Emma Bickford went to FarmIn writing, please mention this
le.
i ngton where she attended the graduation
aper.
at
'02
of
xercises of the class
Her daughter,
School.
1 he Normal
BASE BALL.
1
Maude Bickford, is a member of
λ

Andrews.
In Norway, June 3. by Rev. B. S. Rldeout, Mr.
Wm. H. Dunn of Andnver, Mass., and MissI
Frances Mooily of Norway.
Nellie
!
In Fryeburg, June, by Rev. Β. N. Stone, Mr. 1
Horace Kimball of Lovell and Vlss Addle Wiley
[ of Fryeburg.
In Kuckfltild, June 11. by Rev. B. F. Turner, I
Mr. H. K. I'ulslfer of Sumner and Miss Mills B.
Bessey of Bucktleld. Rev. F. E. Barton, Mr.
In Bethel, June 3, by
William C. Cross and Miss Ethel E. Farr, both I
of Locke's Mills.
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WEEK'S CONVENTIONS.
The Republican convention of the
Second Maine Congressional District will
)e held in Lewiston City nail, Tuesday
it 1:30 p. m.. Congressman Littletield
will be renominated by acclamation, and
s expected to be present and speak to
;he convention.
The Republican county convention
meets at the court house Wednesday at
10 A. m. Half fare has been granted on
the Graud Trunk, Rumford Falls, and
Maine Central roads, and a special late
train on the Rumford Falls road will
enable those attending to get home that
THIS

George Nadeau,

night.

The Democratic county convention is
called at the court house, Wednesday,
June 25, at 10 a. m.

SAVED FROM AN AWFUL FATE.

"Everybody said I had consumption,"
writes Mrs. A. M. Shields of Chambers"I was so low after six
burg, Pa.
mouths of sovere sickness, caused by
Hay Fever and Asthma, that few
thought I could get well, but I learned
of the marvelous merit of Dr. King's
New Discovery for Consumption, used it,
For desand was completely cured."
is
perate Throat and Lung Diseases it
the safest cure. in the world, and is infallible for Coughs, Colds and Bronchial
Affections. Guaranteed bottles 50c. and
$1.00. Trial bottles free at F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Noyes Drug
Store, Norway.

VIRULENT

CANCER~CURED.

of a wonderful adin medicine is given by druggist
G. W. Roberts of Elizabeth, W. Va.
An old man there had long suffered with
what good doctors pronounoed incurable cancer.
They believed his case
hopeless till he used Electric Bitters and

Startling proof

vance

applied

Bucklen's Arnica Salve, which

Bullard Hay Tedders, and
New York Champion Horse Rakes.
Call and

O.

W.

E.

C.

Mr. and Mrs. George W.
are at their cottage
shore of the lake.

family

Outing

Light work

DOLLAR.

Address
BOX 82,
South

farm.

on a

new

flannel pants

Parle, May 1'.), 1902.

FAKTI

FOR

Several

Muslin Underwear
just

Is

what you need

Our line is always
cheaper than you can
are just a few of them :

now.

good things,

full of

make them.

and

Here

GOWNS like cut, yoke and neck hamburg trimraod,

good length, regular size,

Apmè\
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s /■ / /

We

are

l·

Î003·'5-^.

which I·

Come in and

a·

F.

KALE.

Ilorne and
the west

a«

they

a

Into the «h°ca
»>e
shoes feci easy ; gives ln'tut reliel
to corne and bunions. It β tne gre«test
swollen
discovery of the age. Cures an.l prevents Allen η
feet, blisters, callous ami sore spots.
Foot·Kane Is κ certain cure for sweating,hot,
«hoe
aching tent. At all drugrflHts and
^
•2Sc.
acccpt any substitute.
Address, Allen 8. ulmsted
FREE b- mall.

rtmke^n

treatment completely cured him. When
Electric Bitters are used to expel bilious,
TrialpackW
kidney and microbe poisons at the same
time this salve exerts its matchless heal- l.e Koy, Ν. Y.
ing power, > blood diseases, skin erupDo Tour Feet Ache
Bitters
tions, ulcere and sores vaaish.
Allen''
and burn, and make you tired all <>vor?
50c, Salve 25c at F. A. Shurtleff &, Co.'s, Foot-Ease reste and cools the feet and makoi
stores
shoe
Norand
South Paria; Noyes Drug Store,
walking easy. At all druggists
35 oU.
way.

the marvel camera of the age:
the latest and best thing in

OllSllDT)8l
rr

Photography.

Catalogue* Free

SHURTLEFF & CO.,

A.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

es

in Norfolk Suits
to Suit Everybody.

Just the thing for hot weather.

Price $5.50 to $7.50.

To appreciate tliein Is to call
and wee them.

Agents

finds work
hard in the hot
summer months.

Hot weather energy is comparatively a rare quality. Men
and
who are full of activity
««ginger" in temperate weather,
to
find it almost impossible
sumaccomplish their work in

will
you great deal during
the hot spell, because it does
wasteful con·
away with the
by
sumption of energy caused
exthe strain which every man
a

periences.

There is nothing which
more
affects a man's energy
than hot, sultry weather.
which will """■
\ There is nothing
0>P*C suspensory.
belp it as much as an
ia
Our atock of O-P-C suspensories complet*
FOR 8AXE BT

Ernest P. Parlin, Sïffl?"
P. o.,

MOUTH PARIS

for the

Celebrated Queen Quality Ladies'
Kibo Kid Boots and Oxfords.

1

J. K. CHASE,

Ifext door to

Vestee

S years.

styles.

goods

suits,

three

Elegant

JBoys*
$2.·ΙΟ (O $10.OO.
Suits for the little*Boys,^3 to

values in Youths' and

splendid
piece

Also

the newest.

price·,

bought anywhere.

can

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

J. F. PLUIVIMER, S

South Paris.

Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

Company,

.a urv
see

When the dclicate joints of an uin- [
is
brclla begin to runt its usefulness
in a store I
about gone, and when kept
to
several years they are often beginning
rust when sold.
wear the best because they I
Our
are

Camera* made.

(1ΛΤ Ι)ΙΧ(ΌΙΛ'Τ from lUt

In iitock.
Supplie* of all klntl* nlway·
At the Pharmacy of

P. O. BOX 78.

SHURTLEFF & CO.

also agents for

low

vicinity.
They were all made this season.

|

.<·>-

<*

Eastman Kodak

I'arls, Me.

latest

iV*.*

NORWAY, ME.

Wr «ell Chêne Camera* at ί(Ι PEU

We have more than ioo
kinds of Umbrellas, the
largest variety in this

the

\

»

Telephone Connection.

UMBRELLAS!
in

($9 cts.

BETTER GOWN with lace yoke ruflie and laco
trimmed, sleeve rutile and lace trimmed, full Hkirt,
only £1.25.
WHITE SKIRT liko cut, fine i|«ality cotton, 16 in.
A

All persons In the town of Paris who
required by law as the owner or
paid theoflicense
a dog, matt do so before June 20th, or
keeper
warrants will be Issued to Inforce the penalty.
A. H. JACKSON, Dog Constable.

goods

crash

NORWAY, ME.

Eastern M'honc.

TO KEEPERS OF DOGS.have not I

New

of

H. B. FOSTER.

DANIEL ROSS,
North Paris, Maine.

11,1902.

styles

trousers.

Premo and Poco Cameras,

|

NearlTuell Town, Paris. The Sullivan An.
drew* farm, containing about 200 acres. Good
lot of hard wood and spruce timber. 500 apple
Riinnlnsr water In bouse
trees, era (ted fruit
Poles set for telephone on Curtis
and barn.
Hill line. One-half mile from rural mall route.
All crops will go with farm If sold before haying
time.
•tune

the

loops for belt, cufl on bottom
legs and many other
featurse, from $2 to $3.
White duck trousers $1.

CASTORIA For infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Baugbt

LOST.

South

are

We have

of

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

31 Market Square,
Eastern

Telephone 106-3.

C A STO R IA

For Infants and ChOdrsn.

25

Styles
We

can

in Women's Oxford Ties.
show you

$1.25

in the state that carry

as

prices

as we

from

do, and

Call and

our

see us.

$3.50.

prices

There

are

Yours

NORWAY,

only

a

Oxfords,

few

stores

always right.

truly,

£. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.
Telephone 114-a.

are

many lines of all kinds of footwear

SMILEY SHOE
w Km te m

in Women's

twenty-five styles
to

all

//& A

ϊ""

"

III Kind You Uavt Alwajs Bought

suspensory

f)on't

The

not a

proper thing
many patterns all made with

Kantrrn

An old silver dollar, date 1798, In the vlelntv of I
South Paris village. A suitable reward will be
or au I
paid for Its return to the Democrat oiUce,
I
addressed curd to

that's pol- mer. An
ples, but worse yet is a body
Don't permit it.
luted by constipation.
Cleanse your system with Dr. Kings
New Life Pills and avoid untold misery.
They give lively livers, active bowels,
good digestions, fine appetite. Only
25c. at Shurtleff & Co., South Paris;
aid

new

would be

luxury ;
necessity, if one
comfortably dressed.
are

a

now.

WORK WANTED.

FILTHY TEMPLES IN INDIA.
Sacrod cows often defile Indian tem-

tight or

they

are

armscyse, 75 cents.

I
Saturday evening, a pair of sliver bowed 1
glasses In black case. Finder please return to
this ottlcc and get reward.

|

Pants

for Summer

LOST.

on

smaller after using Allen's Foot-Κ a ««\

SOUTH PARIS.

THOMAS SMILEY,

Portland.
Α. II. llANSCOM, G. P. A T. A.
Calvin Austin, Vice Pres't Λ Gen'l Manager.
General < Ulice», -'fW Atlantic Ave Hoston.

Cummings,

Ladies Can Wear Shoes

Frothingham,

G. W.

&

17 Market Svuare,

Commencing June 1Mb, l'JOi, uteaincrs leave I
Franklin ITIurf, Portland, and India Vbirf,
F. A.
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
Boston, dally, (Sundays Included) atTKWi*. m.
J s. Cakdkk, Agent, India Wharf, Boston.
T. M Bautlett, Agent, Franklin Wharf, I
We have just taken the agency for

Store, Norway.

powder to

buy.

ONE LOT fitted back, loose front with
S cl listers pin tucks, round neck
trimmed with 1 1-2 inch lace insertion, 1-2 inch beading with ribbon
Lace round the
and 1 inch lace.

Srn Const mill Intrrlor
Itmorls nf Stw Knglnud.

HAPPY TIME IN OLD TOWN.
N.
"We felt vcrv happy," writes R.
s
Bevill, Old Town, Va., "when Bucklen
Arnica Salve wholly cured our daughter
of a bad ease of scald head." It delights
all who use it for Cuts. Corns, Burns,
InBruises, Boils, Ulcers, Eruptions.
fallible for Piles. Only 25c at Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Noyes Drug

one elze

before you

see us

price 33 cents.

Addifi- ual Miuriay Service.

_

Mrs.

We also carry

DIVISION.

ONE

FARE

Easy Handlina

the Market.

on

French
style,
CORSET
COVERS,
trimmed with lace, 4 rows lace intho
front,
sertion up and down

a son.

roRTLAXI)

large delegation
liood visited Bridgton Thursday.
Oxford Chapter, No. 29, will entertain
Oriental Chapter of Bridgton, No. 30,
lit. Ex. Deputy Grand High Priest, Wm.
S. Howe, and others from Portland,
Wednesday evening, Juno 18. The
work will be followed by a banquet.
Arthur Hayden is at work in the fruit
store clcrking.
lot
John P. Cullinan bought the wood
sold by Norway Savings Bank Friday at
auction for $34.
Dea. J. K. Elliott of Rumford visited

daughter,
recently.

Machine

j

,tary

his

Durable,

the

to-day

is

inch flounce, with two rows 2 inch
VXOTIIER SKIRT, good quality cotton 1«
inch dust rullle, only *1.00.
lace insertion and 3 inch lace at bottom, 10

In South Paris, June 14, Mrs. Phebe A. (Haiti1 .ton), wife of Joseph Knight, aged 82 years.
in Lynn, Mass., June 5, Mrs. Annie, \vl low ofl
•lolin llylan, formerly of Byron, aged (Hi vears.
In Illram, June 5, Mrs. Itosanna, widow of
Aaron McLucas, aged about 82 vears.
In North Watertord, -May 27, Osgood Knee
land, aged SS years.
In Kumford, June 7, Ellas E. Barker, aged
88 years.
In Bethel, June 8, Mrs. Arabella Carter
Goodwin.
In Kumford Falls, June 13, to the wife of

< liât class»
Mrs. J. F. Stearns of Lovell is visiting
' 1er people in the village.
James Pledge has closed his meat
1 narket on account of the high prices.
Dr. A. N. French is so far improved
hat he rides out daily.
Chas. C. Tibbetts of Kennebuuk was
η town Wednesday on business.
Wright Bisbee lias a situation as cutter
i η the shoe factory at Skowhegan. Ile
' eft town for that place the first of the
veek.
Elizabeth Juno
The wedding of
Ncavitt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
of
2. Leavitt, to Ernest W. Ilutchins
•pinion.
is announced for Juno
N.
H.,
Sxeter,
their
The Paris Hill Juniors played
!4.
•Id opponents from Norway Saturday
at the
During Mrs. Butler's vacation
ifternoon on Chapman's Hat, and deoffice her
This is the eighth Eastern Telephone Company's
eated them 18 to 8.
position will be filled by Marguerite
;ame the Paris Hill boys have played
Finney.
Α
his season, with only one defeat.
of I ytliian histerA

The Paris Hill Juniors and the South
'aris Seconds undertopk to play a game
η the half-way grounds in Chapman's
The nines
asture Friday afternoon.
>otli seemed to need a little strengthenng, in view of the gravity of the occaion, so the South Paris boys drew on
he high school team, and the Ilill boys
ook on all the Shaws in sight and as
nany other old players as they could
;et hold of, and the result was two
omewbat mixed teams. The score was
linos t as badly mixed, standing 10 to 18
q favor of Paris Hill—not to mention a
ide-show caused by a little difference of

improvements, and
Lightest Draft, and

has received many

Most

during this period

has been built for 40 years ;

Buckeye

flounce, with lace insertion and edge, 16 in.
dust rutile. A pretty skirt for your new muslin
dress, 91.75.

D I F. D.

I

λ

follow

——

The Worcester

OTHERS.

ALL

LEAD

Deputy

| ri'in.

Π

County Commissioners.

County

IULLET1N

Worcester Buckeye Mowers

Supreme

Prescott Pratt.

&nlvereaUst

The First Intermediate (more comMr. and Mrs. Wirt Stanley are spendLKAVK SOUTH PAKIS
1 ΚΛΙΝΗ
monly known by the uneuphonious
ing this week with relatives* at Dixtield
tioinif low» ;ea*t -4 :51 a. M., (dally. Sundar· and Weld.
The school year in South Paris eloped name of the Brick Intermediate), Mies
Suuday only,
ln, iu'lè l ,i» 3υ a. *., 4 Su P. M.
Susie M. Wheeler teacher, had its closing
,; ιυ Ρ *·
Mr. anil Mrs. J. F. Stanley of Auburn last week, and all the exercises incident exercises
ui>
A.
P.
10:15
west)—10Λ0
M..3:3S
M..
i.olng
Friday afternoon. The room
to the occasion were attended to with
ρ m.
lat'y. Sunday» lucluded). Sunday only. speut Sunday with their daughter, Mrs. even more than the usual interest and had been decorated for the occasion by
C.
W.
ΚϋΑ.Μ.
Bowker.
zeal. A class of twenty graduated from the scholars, and a number of visitors
CHURCHES.
Advertised letter in South Paris post the High School, and in all the schools were present. The programme was as
Kev. W. E.
Ktret Con,cregatl"ual Church.
the close of the year was observed in follows:
|:rt t-, 1'· '>■· μ*»Κ- Γ. Preaching service?, 10:4.' office June 10:
ν' H. and 7Λ0 p. M.; Sunday School 12 M.; Y. W W. tianlner.
I some appropriate way.
1 Singing,..
School.
p.
Κ
Church
on
·λβ
prayer meeting
f, a.
2 Salutatory
Percy Turner.
ι, -vening at 7:3t> o'lAcfc
AH, not other
Τ
E. !.. I'arlin and Frank A. Pingree are
PRIZE SPEAKING.
3 Vocal Solo,
Helen Barnes
*bc connecte·!, are cordially Invited.
4 Recitation
Josephine WaUIron
in a few weeks fishing at ThompMethod!it Church, Kev. A. W. l'ottle, l'lator. putting
The prize speaking of the
lower 5 Declamation,
Carleton Berry.
in sundav, morning prayer meeting, 9:3·' a. son Pond, Oxfυr<l.
β Organ Solo
Eva Swell.
classes
in
the
School
took
High
place 7 Rec'tatlon
v
reaching servie». 10:45 A.M.; Sabbath School
Fanny Chapman.
Rev. K. A. Rich of West Paris occu- Wednesday evening in the Congrega- 8 I Mai
P. M. ;
.··;«ν Meeting. 6:15
Six girls
gue
Ing ρ raver meeting 7 P. M.; i>rayer meeting pied the Methodist pulpit in this village tional church, which was crowded, a
!> Vocal Trio
Saille Brlggs, Rose Murphy,
Γ
evening; class me«alng, Vrlitaveveulutf
Wllma Robinson.
on exchange.
number
to
stand.
PrinciSunday
obliged
being
Kev.T.
J.
Baptist Churcn,
Ranisdell, Pastor.
10 Declamation
Harold CutUng.
H. R. Eaton of the High School pre- II Wand Drill,
>.
lay, preaching service 10:45 a. *.; Sab·
Eight Boy*
George Ham and family have moved pal
h.jol li m ; praver pieetiui; Τ Λ» P. m.;
Λΐ
and the exercises opened with 12 Organ Solo
Llnule De η.
sided,
on
their
1'ennesseewa.ssee
to
m.'-timr Tue#dav evening.
cottage
IS Eseay,
George Clark.
prayer by Rev. Dr. Brooks. 'The pro- 14
t'nlversatlst Church, Kev. J. H. Little, Pastor Lake for the summer.
Recitation
May Davie.
|·ττ i· i.lng service every Sunday at 2:30 p. a., Ib
gramme was then carried out as follows: 15 Duet
Ida Mae Field, Arthur M are ton
>c« Hall.
wife
of
Proviand
M.
16
Holnian.
Recliatlun
Helen
The
Bridal
Ada Thayer. *06
Harry
Gerry
Veil,
Charlea Muzzy.
Florence Tuft», Ό4. 17 Declamation
dence. R. I., are spending a vacation The Boy Engineer.
STATED MEETCiGS.
Barrow».
18
tthel
Iternarlo del Carplo,
Solo
*03.
Frank
C. Doble,
with their relatives here.
Leoni D. Stuait.
The Esoteric Pig,
Kt'cular
Isabel Morton, '05. 19 Prophecy
a \ M.— Paris Lodge,· No. .4.
3u. Declamation
Carleton Berry.
Tui !ay evening on or before full moon.
Lottie Mie», '04
of Wm. Blake were visited Home, Sweet Home,
The
family
Earle Bessey.
r —Mount Mica LoJh, regular meetHerve Rlel.
G. Dana Farnum, W. 21 Banjo Solo
Tena Llndley
22.
.rs
v evening of each week.—Aurora over Sunday by Miss Andrews and Mrs.
The Execution of Montrose,
'05.1
Valedictory,
·., Τ
Guy Farrar,
The Legend of tiie Penob«cot,
ιent, flrst and third Monday evening* Will Blake and «laughter of Lewiston.
The following are the names of the I
Wallaco A. Cllflonl, '04.
u; « il month.
K.—Mount Ple&Mit Kebekah Lodge, No.
Grace Stuart, '03. class who graduate from this school aud
ί>
Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., will work The Confessional,
ec!- second and fourth Fridtf· of each
the rauk of Page Friday evening, June
The speaking was all most excellent, go into the Grammar School:
In « Ml Fellows' Hall.
R —W. K. Kimball Poet, No. 14S. meets -0.
Knights are requested to be present. and was a revelation to many in the I Sadie Brigsrs,
Melon Barnes,
of
each
r-: m I thirl
evening»
Saturday
audience who had not looked for so | Fanny Chapman,
Llnnle Dean,
Emery W. Mason ami wife, Albert M. good an entertainment.
u.· t i. In *·. A. R. Hall.
Percy Turner,
George Clark,
K. Kimball Kellef Corp» meets tlrst Yates and wife, and George Richards
u
E. Mae Davie,
Helen Ilolman,
The judges
I Tena
were
::ilrd Saturday evenings of each month, In ami w ife are
»
Kva F. Mwett,
Llndley,
taking an outing at Bailey's Charles P. Barnes and Superintendent
Kellef C'<rpe Hall.
A. J. Stearns, Carroll Doten,
Carl Flfleld,
f 11.- Paris tirauifC, from May 1 to Oct. 1, Island in Portland Harbor.
Robert Ham.
Chas. Muzzy,
of
Dr.
Wm.
B.
Has-I
and
Ksq.,
Norway,
1 and fourth Saturday; durlnjc the
iCar) Pratt,
Wllma Robinson,
The Rebekahs had a lion party after kell of Oxford. They
awarded the
1er of the year, meet» e\ery Saturday, in
Rose Murphy,
Josephine Waldron,
oraa.-e llail.
the regular lodge meeting Friday even- prize of $.">.00 to Miss Grace Stuart, with Leona stuart,
Carl Roblnaon,
I'. ό.ι* C·—Second and fourth Monday· of
Carleton Berry.
Ice cream and cake were served special mention of Guy Farrar.
ing.
t&i'b month.
This prize was made up by contribu\
K. ·». P.—Sumy Brook Lodge, No- 181, and a very pleasant time was spent.
Those not missing one-half day:
tions from the principal and a few others Llnnle
π, ot« -econd and fourth Wednesday evenings
Dean,
Shirley Roblnaon,
'"The Oxford Club" holds its monthly
of each month.
interested. It is expected that the prize Carleton f erry,
Harold Cutting,
/ t'.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
with Rev. A.
(Monday)
meeting
to-day,
Eva
F.
Jenne,
Swett,
Ray
will
hereafter
be
a
»
permanent Carro'l Doten.
y
evening at Pythian Hall.
W. Pottle. At two o'clock a public speaking
l.lila Kacrar,
r:. Woodmen of America.—South
Paris
M
iinnual affair, and the Alumni Associa- Carl
JesMe
Rowe,
Klfleld,
the
Methodist
will
at
be
held
service
second
and
Tue»·
N<·.
meets
fourth
t
tion proposes to oiler prizes for next Robert Haui,
Vernon Thomas,
eïeidng» In (iolden Crues Ha'.!.
I'hurch.
Κrankle I'erklns,
year of $10 and $5 for the boys, and the Carl Robinson,
Bertie Curtis,
Carroll Cutting.
Λ Ε. Townsend and family are movMiss Grace Wheeler, a student at same for girls.
:u- to Otistield.
Tufts College, and of the class of 1900,
SHUBTLEFF INTERMEDIATE.
THE HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION.
Paris High School, spent Sunday with
Miss Clara Stinchfleld of Portland is
Miss Mertic G. Walker, teacher. ExThe Baptist church, with its large
on her way to her home in
relatives
here
u» >t of Miss Jessie Tolman.
school room
seating capacity, has been many times ercises were held in the the
Milan. Χ. II.
afternoon
lilled, especially on the occasion of luring the latter half of
Mr». J. J. Eraeley visited her mother.
Universalist services will be held at graduations, but was nevermore densely Thursday, with fifty or more of the
Mi- Urovru, in Portland last week.
Sew Hall at the usual hour, 2:30, next packed than on Thursday evening, when parents and friends present. Exercises
Hannibal York of Bethel has been the Sunday. In the absence of the pastor :lie exercises of the class of 1!H)2, Paris is follows:
,r ,»f Harold T. Thayer for the past
Rev. C. E. Lund of Lewiston, formerly High School, were held there. As many
School
1. Song—Busy Children,
week.
2. Salutatory and Recitation—The Drummer
>f Orono, will occupy the pulpit.
is there was room for stood through the
Geneva Young.
Boy,
Mrs. Alton C. Maxim is with her sisMabel Cash.
The Francis Lawrence Musical and ong programme, and any movement, in 3. Recitation—NolK>dy's Child,
1 jr out of
the room, was almost an im- 4. Dclamatlon—Cold Water,
Elmer Lane
ter at Monmouth for a rest of a few
Novelty Company will show in New
5. Recitation—The Last Hymn, Eflle Cooll Ige. I
vu tks.
Hall Wednesday and Thursday evenings possibility.
School. [
The church was decorated with fes- 6. Poem—Nob!litv,
>f this week. June IS and 19. A con7. Duet—While the Convent Bells,
Mi-s A va I.each is engaged as clerk
1 oons of the class colors,
blue
Geneva and Rose. |
vaudeturquoise
of
inuous
high-class
performance
store of S. Β. Λ Ζ. S. Prince at
ind garnet, and above the platform ap- 8. RecItaUon—Bessie's Christmas Dream,
pille.
Marguerite Swan.
>eared the class motto, "Labor omnia
Norway.
•J. Decalmatlon—A Boy's Poein on W.,
A girl is wanted to set type for two or
incit," while the '02 appeared in several
Roland Hagcetl.
Mr·.. Frank E. Kimball is in Lovell on
hree months at the Democrat office— | >laces about the room. The platform 0. Recitation—Aunt Tabltha, Louise Sumner. |
••nut of the serious illness of her
1.
Girls'
the
Quartet.
■ither one who has already learned
vas banked with plants at the rear.
At
rand fat her.
Mildred Ham
2. Recitation—Λ Little
vork or one who is willing to learn for j he left of the platform sat Superin- S. Dialogue—Labor. Light,
wife are in \ he sake of working as spare hand there- ( endent of Schools Alton C. Wheeler, 4 Recitation—Vacation Time,
Wiu.
It. Kussell and
Cora Wight
\' -i^ton, Mass., where Mr. Kussell is
liter.
'rincipal H. R. Eaton of the High School, 5. Declamation—Mending the Flag,
Merton HUUer.
ei untied f»»r the summer.
! ind Miss Mertie B. Maxim, the assistant.
6. Flag Drill.
Presiding Elder Ladd of Brunswick
Music
was
furnished by Stearns' 7. Declamation—Only One Way Is Right,
Mis. E. P. Pari in has been spending vill meet the Quarterly Conference at
Roy Penley. |
of
)rchestra
fifteen
pieces.
ti. past week with her sister, Mrs. | he Methodist churuh Thursday evening
8. Declamation—Shall your Boy Go?
Promptly at the stroke of eight, the
Wllber Swan.
Elizabeth Edgerley, in Portlanil.
The first hour will be
·, it 7:30 o'clock.
lass marched down the north aisle,
9. Boys'Quartet—When we are Old Enough,
levoted to religious service, and all are
A Class.
υ. Quotations,
Willard 1'ratt and wife were down
1 narshaled by Harold Fletcher, and took
nvited.
1. Déclamation—Johnny's Hlstorv Lesson,
relatives
visit
their
ft mu Kumfortl to
heir seats in front. Prayer was offered
Henry Howe
hue over Saturday and Sunday.
Alton C. Wheeler. Esq., who had | »y Rev. Dr. Brooks, and, under direction I 2. Valedictory and Recitation—The Child's I
Bennett
Ethel
Prayer,
« ompleted his work as sub-master of the , »f
Principal Eaton, the following
Mrs. Herbert Tea«ue and daughter of
3. Awarding Certificates.
iVoburn High School, has been recalled irarnme was carried out, in which each
School. |
been
have
long—Vacation
Song,
Madison
visiting Mrs. ο
Woburn for a few days on account of J if the twenty members of the class had
league's brother, Everett Earrar.
The following scholars are advanced
he illness of the head-master of the
part:
rom this school to the Brick InterF. Wendell Hounds, Bates, "04, will be
chool.
M unie.
ned iate:
»
riiploye<l in Stone's drug store at NorPrayer.
Miss Grace Thayer went to Portland
Music.
il argue rite Swan,
Geneva Young,
way during the summer vacation.
Jonday to atteud the wedding of her 1. Latin Salutatory, xHarry Maltland Shaw. Ctliel
Louise Sumner,
Bennett,
Hena
and
Mrs. F. C. Tribou
daughter
, ousin. Miss Leila Thayer, to Mr. Richard
College.
Mabel Cash,
tlldred Ham,
Elizabeth May Newell.
Effie Coolldge,
,'ora Wight,
have none to Machias for a stay of sev- J Andrews. The wedding will occur at i. Hero Worship,
English.
Elmer Lane,
ifal>el Chase,
ei il weeks with her relatives there.
I he Thayer home at Cape Elizabeth this
i. The Early History of Maine,
Roland Haggett,
Vlibor Swan,
Charles Alfred Marston. | lerton
evening.
ifonday
Hllller,
Roy Penley.
is
at home
A.
Wilson,
Jr.,
i.eorge
English.
Those not absent one-half day during |
from lianuor, where he has been in the
Mrs. Ο. E. Andrews ami little daugh- 4. Claee Oration—Duty,
Milton Vosmus Mc A lister. | he term just closed:
, er of Lovell have been visiting at C. G.
employ of the Eastern Telephone Co.
College.
Geneva Younn,
ilarguerlte swan,
Indrews" for a few days. They returnThe scholars of the Grammar School
Louise Sumner,
Cthel Bennett,
Music.
1d
to Lovell Sunday morning, accoraWllber Swan,
w
Jlldred Ham,
rit mi a picnic to Gibson's Grove Sat5.
Use
of
the
The
Will,
w
ho
uiied by Miss Albertha Andrews,
toland
Haggett,
Penley,
1
Roy
an
had
Giles.
elegant
AiMle
Lodlcea
| 'ranees
unlay, and of course
MfrtleChlld,
Ben-on,
tas been attending school here during
College.
time.
Howe,
Churchill,
Henry
leryl
Hiram
Porter.
S.
Made
Self
Men,
Koy
I he spring term.
Marian Hall,
Carle Clifford,
English.
Edwin S. Drake of Portland is spendElmer Lane,
label Chase,
will
Esinot
Hebbard.
Relief
Harold
to
the
Γ.
Sunrise
of
ladies
Sunset,
The
Corps
Paul Llbby.
lerton Hllller,
in,' a number of weeks here, as is usual
English.
bserve Children's Day by a picnic at
Josle Belle Walker.
lie is at W. P. Mor..
Class Will,
in the summer.
Absent one-half day:
ilectra Park next Thursday afternoon,
English.
ton's.
.»
Cora Wight,
).
Success,
Stanley Mathews Wheeler. lose Clark,
iny one wishing to invite children outWalter Pratt.
English.
r· punch's circus shows at Lewiston
s ide of the families of the corps can do
Mnslu.
PORTER STREET PRIMARY.
Thursday of next week, and of course s ο by providing for them. Let every
Frank Alton Bonney.
I ). Class History,
vu will have to go, so as to take the
t ne atteud that can.
The following is the programme of the
Latlu Sclentlllc. !
boys along.
xercises at the Porter Street Primary
Mrs. Phebe, wife of Joseph Knight, ι
School, Miss Ilattie M. Leach, teacher:
Maurice Noyes is building a large t ne of the old residents of the place,
English.
w ide
School.
Llsbcth Bel ν» Murphy.
piazza on the front of the Buck ( ied Saturday night at the age of S2 t ί. Cla«e Poem,
Ingli'g—The Blue Bird
hi'use on Gothic Street, which he recent- , ears. The funeral will be on Tuesday
t'no-iuiun, spare that Trie, ...Ivan N. Waldron.
College.
L.
Turner
Ada
Lesson
Our
Forest»,
'he Arithmetic
Mrs. Knight 1 1. The Preservation of
Iy purchased.
a fternoon at 1 :.'J0 o'clock.
Alton M. I'orter.
iluroli I Tllton Itrlgge.
lot Built that Way
U
l>A«nM.l
ad been a member of the South Paris
English.
Mrs. Eaton of Auburn, the mother of
for
are Four,
church
sixty-three
•lalogue—We
M uslc.
Andrew·.
Newton,
Principal H. R. Eaton, was a guest at 'ongregatioual
Ray
Ralph
ears.
Marlon Everett, Nora Dun· am. I
W. J. Wheeler's tor several days during :
1 I. ClaiM Essay,
Margaret Stearns.
School.
English.
lngln*— Buttercups aii't Daisies,
One of the most prominent business
graduation week.
Swift.
Joele Dean.
Mattle
Inez
5. America in 1950,
owing
Jen of South Paris was renewing his
English.
sl..,iiiflim.iiu>v nf Rnmforil Falls.
low the Little Kite Learned to Fly,
ball with his j i. The Greatest Crime of the ISth Century,
Philip BoMter.
J outh last week by playing
un ··!«! case at it. is taking a sixty days'
Frances dimming*.
»
peckle's Secret
Ueorge ltmlolph Salisbury.
1 wn and other small Doys.
r.verytnmj;
Vhr < ats Wash after Eating,
Bonney.
course .»f treatment for the liquor habit.
Ph'llp
English
λ •ent smoothly until the ball smashed a
Ruth Farrar.
Ethel May Uowe.
Uncontented Ruttercup
Γ. Class Prophecy,
λ' the county institute.
Block when the
Λ Hadow in !."(>. O. F.
English
Halogue—Mother Nature's I'arty, by eight girls
Florence McArdle.I
Juslc
Miss I.ura Swett of Milton, a former [ usiness man very promptly announced:
M uslc.
Earl Prescott.
'he Donkey,
student in the high school, was in town >■ Game'β up, now, boys!"
Umbrella
of
Mary L. Berrv.
Presentation
Gifts,
'airy
P. Lowell
Emerson Cole.
'ouf
Eugene
last week visiting friends and attending
Dogs
Koy
their
The Odd Fellows observed
School. I
English.
lnglng—Brownie Soug
the graduating exercises.
Murl J. Monk.1
Ίιυ I lttle Maid's Sermon
lemorial Sunday at 3:30 oclock Sunday *. The Value of the Idea,
the
World.
Made
that
ilobart
'he
Kenney.
had
Boy
Augustus
« .ilvin Washburn of Norway has been
About forty wreaths
., fternoon.
Willie Frothlngham.
English.
Ruth M. Bolster.
brought to jail, having been surrendered ι een made. Λ short service was held ). Valedictory,
Harold Theodore Thayer.
îolden Ro I,
of
of
number
old
Florence Scothorne.
Latin Scientific.
charge
'he Three Little Mice,
j n the hall and then a good
by his bondsmen on an
Rav N'ewton.
of
Presentation
Diplomas.
Hole,
formed
Queer
t >dd Fellows and a few Kebekahs
misappropriation of funds.
Marlon J. Everett.
Class Ode.
'he Dandelion,
Singing
1 u line and marched to the cemetery where
Benediction.
"lolin Duet,., Grade Dean, Frances Cuuiinlng».
Wm. P. Morton and wife will move
Music
'be Story of Miss Polly Wog Wog, Ida S. Dean.
1 he general exercises were held.
from the second tioor rent in II. E. WilCharlie Ripley.
The programme was of course long, 'ruant Tommy
, fas furnished by a male quartette, the
Marie Newton.
an
son's house on Pleasant Street into the
laid Marlon
but
ontinuing until after 11 o'clock;
raves of deceased Odd Fellows and
1 y father bought an Undershirt, Gerald Bonney.
se< oud tloor of Mrs. I.ovejoy's house on
than
more
udience reduced by not
Gracie Dean.
isbekahs were decorated aud pleasing
"l'olln Solo
tin- same street.
aud main- Ln England School
Wilfred Scothorne.
«•marks were made by Bev. K. A. Hich 11 wenty heard the benediction,
School.
and
White
Blue,
attention
lnglng—Red,
* lined" the strictest
throughout,
Mrs. Ellery ('. Park of Bethel was here ( if West Paris.
bv three boys.
ilalogue—Our Flag
kith liberal applause for each of the
Gilbert Swett.
last week to attend the graduation ot
leorge Washington
Gracie Dean.
Tit ON RAILROAD TRACK.
peak Kindly
peakers.
the class of '02, Paris High School. Her
Ada L. Turner.
Individual mention of the several ex- olo-The Tea Party
niece. Miss Margaret Stearns, was a
Francis
lived
'here
Two-Frogs
Chapman.
ellent parts is impracticable within the trother William
Lester Henry.
member of the class.
IN A CCI l»KNT NAKKOWI.Y AVERTED.
imits of our space, and general comment 'lag Drill
by ten glrle.
TUE
here
TO
AWAIT
Clarence Wlnelow.
TWO liOYS IN JAIL
Mrs. J. K. Salisbury has been
The class parts were en- told Robin
nust suffice.
Gladys Damon
'acatlon Time
from 15ar Harbor for the past week to
and
ACTIOS OF «BAND Jl'BY.
entertaining. ilngtng,
8chool.
appropriate
irely
Marching to Victory
attend the graduation of the class of
is the class oration by Mr.
Especially
η
were
which
her
of
The
School,
promoted
following pupils
l'.nrj in the High
IcAlister to be commended for the high
As the east-bound express on the
sou, (ieorge K. Salisbury, was a memwhich it inculcated, and the ο the Shurtleff Intermediate School:
>rand Trunk was making the ruu from 1 >rinciple
Murl J. Monk,
ber.
L.
the
Mr.
for
Cole
Berry,
lary
•resentation of gifts by
Ruth M. Bolster,
k'thel to Locke's Mills, on the iifternoon
iracle S. Dean,
1 ireeziness with which he beautified and
Phlilp L. Bonney,
The dog constable, Λ. H. Jackson, is
tuth E. Farrar,
.f Monday, the 9th, the engineer disof
number
a
K. Ripley,
of
the
Charile
; idorned
making
ila S. Dean,
after unlicensed canines, and, as may be
overed a'railroad tie lying on the track,
P. Lowell.
excelall
were
Eugene
The
hits.
>ointed
essays
seen by notice in the advertising columns,
it a poiut not far from where the freight 1
and the
The following are the names of pupils
The 1 eut in both matter and delivery,
given keepers of such until the 20th to vreck occurred in January. 1901.
« exercises as a whole were certainly as
lot absent during the term:
square themselves, before warrants are
rain was running at a good speed down
Marlon J. Everett,
as any we have ever had here.
issued.
dary L. Berry,
he grade, but the brakes were put on I ;ood
Ray L. Newton,
The writer could not but be struclff jracle S. Dean,
ami the train was quickly stopWilfred Scothorne,
luth E. Farrar,
which
of
Deputy Sheriff Elliott of lturuford iharply
seriousness
vith the
purpose
The
derailed.
da
S.
Ralph C. Andrews,
without
Dean,
engine
being
Falls brought over five more culprits to ped
Alton M. Porter,
bowed itself throughout the varioue tuth M. Bolster.
to
force
sufficient
with
tie
the
•truck
Joele Dean,
little
L.
manifested
bonney,
jail Friday night. They are Timothy .ut it almost in two
The
'hllip
speakers
(ssays.
the
aud
paspieces,
Clarence Wlnelow,
<ugene P. Lowell,
(•alviu, James Murphy, Bernard Heron,
to settle earth's vexed problisposition
Gerald
Bonney,
were a little shaken by the sudIVendell
Howe,
Houlihan.
sengers
William Martin, and timothy
On the other hand, the Marie Newton,
Lena K. Everett,
ems ollhand.
ien stop, but no damage was done.
All drunks.
Bell Ames.
that
is
is
which
fact
>ne
prominent
It was evident that the tie must have
hey have learned that there is someMrs. William Walker and daughter, Iteen placed there within a short time,
PI.EA8ANT STREET PRIMARY.
Browntield,
of
East
hiug more to life than to eat, drink and
less than
Miss Myrtle Walker,
is the up train had gone by
The Pleasant Street Primary School,
to learn than
have been the guests of relatives here forty minutes earlier, and as the result >e merry; something more
to be Miss Eva E. Walker teacher, had exerfor a few days. Mrs. Walker's daughter, uf au investigation by a railroad man s contained in books; something
to be ;ises Friday afternoon, with a large
Miss Josie Walker, was a member of the ,tnd Constable II. E. Dyer of Hanover, :onsidered besides Self; something
life of more real worth than lumber of relatives and friends present.
with some slight clue which was ob- gained in
High School graduating class.
material things, and that is character. The programme was as follows:
tained, two boys were arrested.
School
lessons learned, it is safe to iong-Cheerful Band
Superintendent of Schinds Alton C.
were taken before the Nor- With these
The
boys
of
last
first
the
Wheeler arrived home
useful life is Recitation—Words of Welcome,...Beryl Knight.
Court on Wednesday, »ay that the foundation of a
Municipal
the
of
way
Alcohol
the
Quartette.
at
Boys*
closing
week, to be present
long—Old
laid.
where they pleaded guilty, and were
Kecltatlon—The Little Black Girl,
schools and attend to his duties in conIn presenting the diplomas SuperinHacora Martin.
October terra of court
He has resigned his bound over to the
class
nection therewith.
the
Rogers Mlllett·
Recitation—The Honey-Bee
tendent Wheeler spoke to
furnot
could
Davis.
They
Howard Davis
the high by Judge
of
Good Boy
sub-master
Recitation—The
as
but very appropriately, pointing
position
brietiy
to
taken
were
and
jail.
be
Feet
nish Vonds
Careful,...Three little girl».
9ong—Little
school in Woburn, Mass., and as most
out the privileges which the students Recitation—Guess
Gladys Splller.
The boys are Freeman C. Bixby and
of our readers doubtless know, will
which
Charlie Clark,
had
and
Recitation—a
the
Boy's Opinion
enjoyed,
obligations
Jesse M. Bixby, cousins, of Huraford
School..
enter the office of Hon. James S. W right
Song—Summer
them.
rested
upon
aud are 17 and 1"> years of age reSoldier's Sonr,.Hattle Crockett. |
Recitation—The
Point,
the
to read law.
in
of
The
Succeed.
boye
the
tie
proportion
Recitation—The Boys who
spectively. They admit placing
Willie Abbott. |
class—-13 out of 20—is unusual, and is
Harvey Thayer visited his relatives on the rails, though the younger one the
Ten glrle
Flag Drill.
in
anv class ever graduated
largest
Mr.
week.
while.
Thayer strenuously denied it for a
here a few days last
War
Quartette.
^They
Song
It
is
some halfthat
here.
Ella
Clark.
a
native
probable
intenKate
no
O.
Π.
had
Shelley
Kev.
is the son of
Recitation—Rrave
Thayer,
aver, however, that they
dozen of the boys will enter college, but Recitation—Ills First Day at School,
of this town, now of Portland. Since tion of wrecking the train, but say they
Davis
Walter
several of them will wait until next year
Itora Corlw· 11
graduating from Bowdoin a few years supposed the engine would throw the
Recltat'on—Hezeklah Bruce
before doing so.
Soug—W hlp-o-will,.Sadie and Gertrude Howard
since, he has spent some time studying tie off when it struck, and they put it
Recitation—Advice
Ashley Edward»
in (ierman universities, as well as hold- on for the fun of seeing the stick fly.
THK G It AM.M Alt GRADUATION.
Recitation—Tommy'· Prayer,—Sadie Howard
School.
Scholar
ing some good positions teaching. He They do not seem to be other than boys
The graduating exercises of the Gram- Song—Happv
now has a fellowship in Columbia Col- of ordiuary intelligence.
Recitation—I Can't and I'll Try.
Freeman Abbott. I
school
were held in
the
School
mar
for
Europe
lege, New York, and is to sail
Girl,
room Thursday afternoon, in charge of Recitation-The Fashion-plate
in a few days to continue his studies
CAN GIVE AR >OSTOOK POINTS
Agnes McKay.
the teacher, Mrs. S. C. Ordway, when Recitation
Lafayette Dow
there for several months.
Those who know the kind of dower
QuartHto.
there was an excellent programme given, Song-The Kitty song
T.
Kev.
which
in
Recitation—What They Caught. Evei*tt McKay.
Postmaster Davis has received notice and vegetable garden much
pride, and as follows:
Ramsdell took so
Recitation—'That Line Fence, Gertrude Howard.
that after July 1st the South Paris post J.
...Six girls
Dialogue—True Charity,
with which he had so good success, dur- Declamation—The Beat Cow In Peril,
office will be an international money
Myron Farnum. | Recitation—The Doll'» Lesson,.. Grace Howard.
his residence in South Paris, will apt- ulalla Mlllett.
Recitation—The Lost Child,
of Widow Megee,
order office. Orders may then be drawn ing
Recitation—Courtship
the signilicance of the following
Gladys Bnnney Dialogue—Choice of Flower·.
at this office, payable at any internation- preciate
received from him by N. Recitation—The Rummage Sale, Carrie Clifford. Recitation—The Story of an Apple,
Frankle Thomas.
al money order office in any of the letter recently
Dais*
Little
Mazurka,
Solo—The
of this place—especially the Instrumental
Arthur Dow.
Kitty Morton. Recitation—Why Is it,countries which are in the postal union, D. Bolster
The
last sentence.
Marion G rayits
of
A
Class.
Word·,
Recitation—Parting
in
of
History,
Search Questions
pithiness
aud this includes a large proportion
School.
Mildred Parlln. Song—Vacation,
for which he asked were properly Recitation—Aunt Tabl»ha,
the countries of the civilized world— plants
Albeit Morse.
man and sent by
Essay—Japan and Its People,
Otistield
the
for
were
fitted
scholars
the
by
Three
of
promopacked
the
and
Bessie
Swift
Haggett.
Lllla
patrons
Duet,
probably all that
Mae Field.
Mr. Ramsdell, with every pros- Recitation—Changing Color,
tion, but on account of their small size
South Paris post office will have any mail to
Β Class.
Search Questions In Song,
of arriving in good order:
and the distance they would have to
time.
pect
some
for
with
dealings
Annie Muzzy.
Tie That Bind·,
Solo—The
Junk
3.1902.
Caribou,
walk, they will be allowed to remain in
Recitation—Too Progressive for Ηΐφ.
The summer schedule on the Grand .tfu utar Sir. Bolster
Resale
Haggett. this school another year.
hau for
be
to
nut
are
I tln«l that celery plant*
His Own,
Trunk went into etfect Sunday morning,
If 1 remember Declamation—He Barely Held
Those not absent one-half day were:
love or money In thin region.
Clyde Hebbard.
and we now have the early and late rightly the man from oti*tlel<i who brought
Grace Howard,
Gertrude Uoward,
to the Wedding,
Ride
Recitation—Peter's
Walter Davie.
trains as usual during the summer. Not your- uwl to bring eome wr >ppe.l "Ρ1?."1®"
Gladys Bonney. Willie A bbott,
Frankle Thomas,
A Class
the early .VoulU It be possible to »en<l them by.nalLKx· Search Questions In Geography,
Mlllett,
for
Roger·
as
usual,
though,
exactly
terrtflc. »«J«ieuretm charges up this way are
«lady·
Splller.
Marlon
Gray,
a
Without
Thorn,
Ripley.
is
Angle
Solo—A Rose
I
train leaves at 4:31, which we believe
sometime».
mall
Arthur
Dow.
sen.ltuante
by
meu
Howard Davie,
°·β1^
get Recitation—Leaving the Dear Schoolroom,
might
one minute earlier than ever before. The
îf theeelery were well twrap,*.! upI UwMt
Nellie Jackson.
WOor
SCHOOL.
PRIMARY
too-lry.
SHURTLEFF
in
before
tterooUg.
here
as
time
late train arrives at the same
Presentation of diplomas.
flume ao<l Boston Market P|*eJ~
Wheeler.
teacher.
The after- ■j«> White
«orne by Remarks by Superintendent ▲. C.
Miss Emma E. Shurtleff,
previous years, 10:13 p. m.
l»;ea*e let me know If you can '6adw)
I can get them by express from Portland
in delivering Closing exercises were held Thursday
noon express changes back to the old mall
Wheeler,
Superintendent
ArooeThe
11 fortune.
with recitations, dialogues,
time of 4:20.
The other trains run as hat It wouM eoe* a smaabout
potato ral»lng but the diplomas, said a few appropriate afternoon,
took fanners know all
of the parents and
now. except that the Sunday paper train when It comes to plantings
things to the scholars, and Rev. Dr. and music. A crowd
The following
becomes the Berlin excursion train, and the... (Kjlnts every Uuw.
Brook· followed with some timely re- friends were present.
J
arrives here at 10r22 instead of 9:16.
»»

County Officers for

and

CHURCHES.

STORE,
MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

S. H.

Imtt'i BeeMeaee II··!·.

Ε
β
! epçhams I

S
S

For eti Bilious and Nervous Diaoido» aj Stok
Homtimoho, Constipa ion, Weak Stomaoh,

S
g

«

impure CJoc J,

«

impaired Digestion, Disordered Uvor, end

•

Λ
^

Beecham's Pill» ha»· the 1argent (a!e of an* Prorr:. tary Medicin· In the world. This haa heaa
actiie»eU withovt lb· p«Mk«tio<i of tMtiao .ull. 10 tenia and 19 cent·, at all drag «tore»,

·

Organs,

Pianos and

price as ordinary paint.
FRKK Color card and our booklet, "Howl to
Kefurnish the Home Without Buying New Fur-

«aine

niture."

Made by Heath &

Milligan MTg Co.,

Chicago.
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar Varnish,
Muralo, Ac.,
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale by,

Covers

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Books.

Instruction

paint.

a

IH>D't pay fancy prices when your dealer will
furnish you "Satsuma Interior Enamel·" at th·

Piano Stools,

ΜΑΜΕ.

-OCTH PARIS.

\T

«Γ i .BOSTON

,

ffHÎPUZ

Ι··Η1
■

STOPPED FRKI
A Permanently
Cured bf

I 9

RESTORER
W NERVE
*fi»r
Mo

I \Dil.

Ι

β

of a
had shot as It perched on the
column of the porch. He had used a
to Are the same old fowling piece
with which he shot a gull which dropused to Join the
ped on the Iron

Joflly Nancy.
In a piece
Wrapping up the Jay's
he placed it In his forage
of legal
departed.
and, resuming his
spars of the

1B7—Trtaa*le.
L A narrow mouthed vessel for liq3. A
2. Clay containing iron.
uor.
pronoun. 4. To attempt 0. One-half
No.

of leaf.

jjj·

■

M*oii

!

firai
wi.
fwû* u4
mai

PRES
*4 TRlÏL BOTTI.K
·η> on leU»ery.

»ι ··ΐί wb«
U Pu
/'iMianin; fV«.

ajr
*u ν

kpiUf"?

«tw

1>·ί>ιίιι» lihftaiùon.

931 Arch itrent,

umpar«r« r«.:«r ffcrftll .*«r
S"a*rr* St. Tile* OuM,

Philadelphia.

KmiuM ml

I

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

beeui.fl·· th· heir.
luxuriant frowth.
a
From
Nevur FMI· to Ke«Jor«ι Onj
Hair to It· Touthiul --Olor.
Cu.-*· «tu Γ J -«*· * hur UlUaf.

(7ΐ«^ι·

ΤΠΕ
tXEAX"»!**;
AXD

HEALKIU

β
:«·

6. A vowel.

158*—Historical Paul·.
Oie word In each line 1b an anaInitials
gram. Transpose It, and the
of all the transposed words will spell
event In American hisan
Mo.

important
tory.

Across the brae at breakneck pace
He ran and fairly won the race.
Part of the people cried: "No, no:

can't believe it's sa"
At least,
But evil will lntest man's heart
While we live In this world of art.
But we may soar above all strife
When we have finished with this life.
They dressed him up in robes of state.
A· a result of this good fate.
He begged them In a plaintive tone
To give his Skye pup one more bone.
Said he. "They seU them at the fair."
But I replied, "I do not care."
So after that they shut the door
And said they'd see their kin no more
But I thought 'twas a silly tale,
Although I turned a trifle pale.
we

KLINE'S >REAT

» u
τ bT

1M^Ww4 Pmaal·.

Supply the blanks In each sentence
with the same word, used with different meanings:
·, he displayed the
Removing hi·
of the head of a bluejay which he

axitl

CATARRH

The staunch ami eleKant steamers, "Got.
leave
Olntcley" anil "Bay State" alternately
Krauknn Wharf, Portland, an<l India Wharf,
H.
excepted.
at
7.ου
Sundays
M., dally,
Boston,
These rteamers meet every demand of modern
and
-ueamshlp service In safety, speed, comfort
luxury of traveling.
Lowell,
Through tickets for Providence,
Worcester, New York, etc.
I. F. LiaCOMB, General Manager.
M. Rart'ett, Airent.

Kodol

Dyspepsia

Cure

Digests what yon eat.

ISO.—Connected Word Square·.

K·.

XXXX

XXIX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXXXXXXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX

Left square: 1. To repeat in sound.
2. Part of the face. 3. A natural ele
vatlon cf laud. 4. Sole.
Connecting square: 1. A university.
3. An unfortunate king.
2. Surface.
4. To acquire by labor.
Right square: 1. A city in Italy. 2.
A precious stone. 8. A coat of eteei.

This preparation contains all of the
digestauts and digeste all kinds of
relief and never
j food. It gives Instant
I kails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
Ely's Cream Balm
thousands of dyspeptics have been
Kaay ami pleasant to
lute. Contains no Incured after everything else failed. Is 4. A feminine name.
juriout» 'Irug.
unequalled for the stomach. ChildlttAijuk'Kly Absorbed.
Gives Relief at once.
ren with weak stomachs thrive on it.
So. 1UO.—Floral Acrostic.
rit-anses
the
\>y*nsaml
First dose relieves. À diet unnecessary.
2. A flower
1. A low dwarf tree.
Saaal Paasaxes.
"v
Allays Inflammation.
which usually comes clothed in purple,
Heals ami Protect» the Membrane. Restores
all stomach troublas velvet and gold. 3. A large and beauthe Sen·ee of Taste ami Smell. Large Size 3υ Cures
Chicago tiful family. 4. The flag. 5. Bulbous
Prepaivd only by E.n. DeWitt&Co.,
cent». Trial Slie l»c. at l>raggi»te or by mall.
£LY BROTHERS, 5# Warreu Street. New York.
The $1. buttle cone im>2S .line* U>e 50c. at··
plants having a cup shaped crown
within the six lobed perianth; daffodils
and Jonquils are included. 6. A plant
having simple leaves, with the stems
generally Jointed and tubular, the
husks in pairs and the seed single.
The primais name a charming sea(ΊΚΚ

FOR

CATARRH

HEAD

COLP

DOES YOUR 1 3QY NEED

BRITANNICA?
A well-known
that

superintendent of schools

has

son.

W

33 *'i
this privilege.

W

a
Is the formative period. What a bey reads in his youth becomes
a chance means that
part of his very character. To give your boy
has the best surroundings, and your
you will see to it that he

w

Is what the Encyclopanlia Britannica ha· been termed. Let your
read its interesting pa^es and he will look with disdain upon

boy
him there is
"flashy" literature. Your boy has large ideas. To
him material out of which
truth.
Give
as
attractive
so
nothing
he can construct far-reaching ideas. Invest

ONE DOLLAR TO-DAY boy,

as

well

as

put the Britannica into your home where your
can consult it continually, and
your girl, your wife and yourself,
or
when he attains manhood, there «-ill be no place in literature
not
he
which
life
to
may
aspire.
professional
and

DELAY.....
Î Please acquaint

me

Call at

our

store at once, or cat ont this

us.

with the details of your Britannica offer,

Street
and State

K«. 102.—BehMdlBfi.

Behead a city in Delaware and leave
above.
Behead a river in France and leave
a whetstone.
Behead a city in New York and leave
a

boy's

name.

Behead a river in Italy and leave a
letter.
Behead a cape in Nora Scotia and
leave powerful.
Gettlaff Up I■ the World.
"What," exclaimed the orator—"what
two things are helping mankind to get
up in the world?" "The alarm clock
and the stepladder," answered a dense
person on the back seat

16. Riley.
No. 140.—Natural Positions: 1. Cat.
2. Flea. 3. Bug. 4. Dog. 5. Sheep. 6.
Chestnut. 7. Tempest.
No. 150.—Bite of Boz: Pecksniff.

lope.

Tor sale

by

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO., South Paris, Me.

Fanny Squeers.

VIVIAN

W.

No. 151.—In a Garden: 1. Corn. 2.
Peas. 3. Peara. 4. Peach. 5. Sage.
6. Currants. 7. Cherry.
Να 152.—Diamond: 1. P. 2. Hoe. 8.
Point. 4. End. 5. T.
No. 153.—Square Words: I.—1. Fair.
II.—1.
4. Rent.
3. Iron.
2. Acre.
Ghost 2. Hence. 3. Onion. 4. Score.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate
Lowest Price· in the

Cameras and Photo

5. Tenet.
Anagrams:
No. 154.—Geographical
1. Montreal. 2. Mersey. 3. Oxford. 4.
Rome. 5. Rhine.

Optician.

County.

Bkbcbam's Pills for stomach and liver 111a.

Supplies,

What

Wholesale and Retail.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

TO

a

woman

wills God wills.

CURE A COLD IN

^/Imerican

SI

Κ v.

DAM

—

—

π

Late* 33,697

HB1H Λ.Τ LAW. 14.035. Pacing record, 2.05X; trotting record,
Sire of Passing Belle, 2.0SX ; Jack D., 2.11% ; Scapegoat, 2.1 iX ;
2.12.
Equity. 2.12X ; Elsinora, 2.i2>j ; Reed Bird, 2.14X; and 8 others.

FLO'RE^iCE CHIMES was out of Myrtle that produced Portia
(Jam of Peerless Chimes, 2.iS\). The next dam was a daughter of
Golddust, that also produced Black Golddust (dam of Glendennis, 2.17X,
and Justina, 2.20) and others.

CHIMES, 5,348, sire

fifty-eiçht, including Florence Chimes; Fantasy,
2.06; The Abbott, 2.03X ; The Monk, 2.08X ; Merry Chines, 2.0SX ; and
Ed Easton, 2 09^.
His daughters have produced eight, including Lady of the
Manor, 2.04X ; and Dare Devil, 2.09. Beautiful Bells, his dam, has nine to
her credit, and her dam, Minnihaha, is the dam of eight.
This horse (American Law) is a very handsome bay horse, grandly bred, the
blood lines the very choicest, of great substance and high finish. He will make
the season at Mountain View Farm, South Paris, Me., at ■ fee of $23.
For particulars, address

^EMOR-Y

H.

ONE DAY

Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
AU druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure.
F. W. Grove's signature
on each box.
25c.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ
Co.
It takes a email boy and a
to mark table linen quickly.

Γ

of

MASON, Supt.

South Paris, Me.

Cut large pineapples across in three or
lour sections, or small ones in two. Dig
>ut all the pulp except a thin layer, Iifference between a blunder and a miaforming a cup or basket. Slice the 1 ake."
"I should like to know what it ia,"
julp âne and mix with it sliced bananas

uid stoned cherries. Add a little lemon
juice and sugar if desired. Fill the baskets.
Serve with whipped cream, or

with mayonnaise dressing if you
it to the sweet ealad.

prefer

CALVES' TAILS.
Cut three tails into pieces two inches
nches long and parboil them ten miniitee.
Trim off the rind and smoked
part from one-fourth pound of bacon.
Put the tails into a etewpan, add the
Dacon, and cover with boiling water or
stock. Let them cook slowly until the
tails are tender and the liquor reduced.
Have ready also eome spinach, cooked,
minced fine, seasoned and dressed in a
Slice the bacon and lay it
mound.
Remove the fat
around the spinach.
from the gravy, thicken it with brown
roux, and fiavor it with lemon. Arrange
the tails around the edge of the dish and
pour the sauce over them.
BAKED SLICES

OP FISH.

Cut the fish in slices,' remove skin and
bone, dip in melted butter, sprinkle each

slice well with

a

mixture of

choppcd

onion, parsley, cayenne, and lemon juice.
Put the slices in a baking dish suitable
for serving, arrange them, edges up, one
against the other, in a row, or in a
mound, or each slice by itself, as you

please.

McLean akeptically.
"Well, anppoee you went to call on
lome friend, put an old umbrella into

ι mawered

he stand and took away a new one
when you left, that would be a mistake;
rat suppose you put down a new one
ind brought away an old one, that
pould be a blunder, d'ye see?"
McLean admitted that there waa a
Iifference, after all.—Buffalo Enquirer.

greatest enemy to
tiealth ia a neglected cough.
The

our

general

It ia dangerous to allow a cough to run; by so
rioing you put yourself in a condition
for conaumption to take a firm hold
upon you. Ninety-nine per cent of the
îases of consumption are caused by a
neglected cough. Statistics prove it.
When the cough first commences ia
Bauer'a Instant
the time to stop it.
Cough Cure is a guaranteed cure for
coughs, colds, bronchitis, influenza, la
grippe, whooping cough and all other
It is guaranthroat and lung troubles.
teed to cure or your money will be refunded.
The enormous sale of Bauer's
Instant Cough Cure ia positive proof
that it cures or the people would not
buy it. Ask the following druggists for
F. A.
a free sample bottle and try it:
Shurtleff & Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant'e
Pond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.

sufficiently independ-

ent means, not to say proper respect for
Boston opinion, not to resent the criticism. She calmly asked for details.

WAS WASTING AWAY.

pot

of

jam

INTERESTING TO ASTHMA

SUFFERERS.
Bante of Otterville,

It must be & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
any fashions in the raw.
tempered, made inconspicuous, and,
The women capable of great sacrifices
above al', adapted to suit each particuare suffering in
lar wearer. Your clothes are fashionable. are not the women who
haven't equal
The trouble is, they're too fashionable. mind because women
They've taken every mode too seriously, rights with men.
too literally.
They've exaggerated. I
don't say you don't see plenty of Bostonians dressed exaggeratedly, too. But
if you want to look like the best Bostoniane, you'll take pains to tone down Thia ai feature il on «very box of tke grant··
all
Shopper's
your fashions."—The
τ»μ*·
Laxative
Guide.
:he rraatdy that ear©* « c*ltl <n on· «bp

fever ie another name for bilIt is more serious than most
iousness.
think. A torpid liver and active
lis mean a poisoned system. If neglected, serious illness may follow such
qrmptoms. DeWitt's Little Early Risers
remove all danger by stimulating the
Liver, opening the bowels and cleansing
Safe pills.
the system of impurities.
"I have taken DeWitt's
Never gripe.
Little Early Risers for torpid liver every
ipring for years," writes R. M. Everly,
Moundsville, W. Va.
"They do me
more good than anything I have ever

Kle

Bled."

For Infants and Children.

nd

HEALTH AND BEAUTY.

When a boy is 20 he marvels at his
Fifteen years
father's lack of wisdom.
later ho is astonished at tho old gentleman's knowledge.

for

that

Imposed hardships by sltnplj

Malt

k

THE CAKE OF

THE FEET.

Feet should often be well rubbed
and manipulated after a warm bath, the
toes each coming in a share of rubbing,
which is a preventive of corhs.
Emery
paper will remove any rough skin.
Nails should be cut square; if cut in
rounded shape they are more inclined to
grow into the flesh.

There is one rational way to treat
nasal catatrh: the medicine is applied
The
direct to the affected membrane.
remedy is Fly's Cream Balm. It restores
tho inflamed tissues to a healthy state
without drying all the life out of them,
and gives back the lost senses of taste
The sufferer who is tired of
and smell.
vafn experiments should use Cream
Balm.
Druggiets sell it for 50 cents.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New
York, will mail it.

Ingrowing nails, as a rule, are caused
Women would love each other devotby ill-made or short shoes. It is a turning in of the nail, causing inflammation edly if there were no men on earth.
and ulceration, and, if not attended to,
During the summer kidney irregularproud flesh. Corns and bunions come

ities are often caused by excessive drinkAttend to the
overheated.
papilla» and the hardening of the integu- ing or being
ment which covers them. They, too, are kidneys at once by using Foley's Kidney
Orin
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Bunions Cure.
caused by ill-fitting shoes.
should be painted with iodine; turpen- Stevens, Oxford.
tine may be used occasionally with good
Much kindred, much trouble.
effect on both bunions and corns.—Exfrom

an

enlargement of the

natural

I change.

The

WHAT NOT TO WEAR.
This is the advice—as good as it is
briefly put—which a writer in Leslie's
Weekly gives on what not to wear.

Nobody is wise all the time.
most prudent of us will occasionally eat
under-ripe or over-ripe fruit in summer.
We do not suffer long if Perry Davis'
Painkiller is at hand to

cure

the cramps.

BAUER'S

gunge,

I'

knowledge of these
things is essential, but tbe emphasis
of Interest and of study ought to rest
on the Indivisible soul and bod.v of u
work of nrt.—Hamilton W. Mabie in
Ladies' Home Journal.

expel

Ε. IV. ( IIA\l)Lt;i{,

I
I will furnlnh DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
! Ize or Style at reasonable prices.
of
There is u young newspaper
Philadelphia whose business is the
writing of headlines for articles on loIf In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or I
IMne Lum-1
In your orders
cal subjects. Tbe beads be has been < Jutelde work, send
1
ter and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
the
his
boss
struck
out
lately
turniug
and Job Work.
other day as rather dull and drew on |
him accordingly this order: "Brighten
Matched Hard Wood Kloor Hoards for sale.
Make tbem breezy.
up your heads.
K. H.
Put more ginger in tbem. The paper
Maine.
Sumner
Vest
will stand for it"
Thereupon the young man turned
back to bis desk, resolved to be as
brilliant and daring as he could. He
took up a report of a lecture upon heat
waves tbat had been delivered by John
"Heat waves," he mused.
Blauk.
IIow
"Heat waves, by John Blank.
can I write a brilliant, daring head for
that?" lie did not know tbat John
Blank was one of tbe editors of bis
man

CII1\DLEI(,

pnper, and, with a little laugh,
he headed the report of the lecture
"Hot Air From John Blank" and sent
the manuscript up stairs to tbe comowu

room.

Another editor saw
into tbe paper.
and intercepted it in time.—Philadelphia Record.
Not

a

Hair in a

nose.

Psyche

knot with a

Roman

only yourself

A Hard Straggle.
It's

a

Simitc Signnlure

NEW YORK.

DoVi

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

TNI eiNTAUN COMPANY. NEW YOU· CITY.

Fine Picture Frames

Made to your order. "Workmanship the best possible.
Order direct of the maker aud
save

the canvasser's

first-class framing business
stantly in stock.

with
con-

a

Avenue,

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Eastern Telephone 116-5.

SOUTH PARIS.

This Beautiful Couch,

sentod In this cut,

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

Science jMcan.

hnniliinnie'y'.llniitrsted woekt». I.nreeit ttl
ilatlou of liny acicnltflc Journal. 1 ernifcfa
nnr: four months, fl. Sold by nil newadealeri

flÛNN & Co.3G,BroadwayNew Yorl
Branch Oflico, C2i Κ 8U WwhlDgton, D. C.

constantly
I
aching back
weariness—Distressing urin—

to

Kidney Pills,
for

A Modern Medicine
Every Kidney 111.

Vt.,
Mr. T. H. Hughes, of Snxtons River,
says: "My
employed by B. P. Locke & Co.,
tor yearn, aud
act
uot
properly
did
kidneys
or tlireo
It gradually grew on me. For two with a
nie very much
years they troubled
ami la
back
dull, aching pain across my feet for any,
on my
my loins. If I stood
across
my
tbe
felt
pain
length of time, 1
numb.
back more and my legs became
that
so
bad
back
got
When the pain In my
on plasters,
I could stand It no longer, I put
but they
and I used a great many of them,
relief. I also
me
temporary
afforded
only
did
but
they
kinds,
used medicines of all
Doan's Kidney
not reach tbe cause. I saw
recommended,
well
I'llls advertised, and so
a trial, and
that I was Induced to give them
store. Tliey
I got them at Andrew's drug
After the treatrelief.
Immediate
me
gave
of my
ment I seldom felt any symptoms
I did I took a
former troubles, but when
soon
It
and
I'llls
few of Doan's Kidney
were not so
left me. My rheumatic pains
Inn·
tired.
that
bave
not
severe, and I did
energy lu doing
guld feeling. I had more credit
Doan's
to
the
all
my work and give
a great deal
Kidney Pills. They did me recommendof good, and I feel Justified In
a good and reliable
ing them to others as
medicine."
all drugDoan's Kidney Pills for sale by
Οα·
gists; 50 centi per box. Foster-MUburn
X.
Ν.
Buffalo,
D0 Y0U WAXT IT?
WK AKK NEVKB OUT.
to us will

bring

SON,
Brick,

Hair.

yourself

to

trfriitl

The

ME.

s-)j(ims

mVviitlon

life with the
heavy burdens
of kidney ills.

&

CAST·

Àtb miiuihs «»1<I

h probnl.tr t iti-miilile.
l'atents
t Inns nt ri it IΤ 'Oil II lient Ι,ιΙ. Handbook on
•eut freo. oldest ituem y for sertiriic patent s.
l'aient* ta&en through .Mami Λ tu. receive
iiatU', without, chante, I" tlio

hard

the battles of

Π ΔI I
Ρ
V/ΠL

οΓ

\nTone»on<1lng η eketeh unrt iescrlpMon may
un
mi'clil» iisrermiit our opli imi frco( whether
«imniunlca·

J

65 DIFFERENT ARTICLES

ïf

|

for Your Home·

Picture Frames
5' 9' 13 P,um Si"
A/ll I) ΟΙΓϋ f /VI
UULU OELML. UUm, Portland, Me.
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
SLEIGHS !
SLEIGHS !
& Mouldings s,l.
SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.

Of

High G'ade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Wool
to close out

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER,
»IIK
KHtalilUhC'1 In IM1. for over eixty year* It wuh the NKW V<
the
WKKKLY TRIIIUNK, know, anil rea«l lu every State In

FOR

Carpets EVERY

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
MAINE.

NORWAY,
THE

M UPHOPHONE,
PERRY DAVIS*

"Potmkifter

them.

80UTH PARIS. MAINE.

CHURCH STREET,

odd patterns and clean

see

H. P. MILLET!1,

SOUTH PARIS.

A LOW PRICE

Come and

has arrived.

L. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St.,

Doeerlptlou.

Every

Our Stock of_

in

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

to blame for re-

In steaming potatoes, put a cloth over
"One Minute Cough Cure beats all
them before putting the lid on.
They other medicines I ever tried for coughs,
will take much less time to cook, and be colds, croup and throat and lung
much more mealy.
troubles," Bays D. Scott Currin of
Leganton, Pa. One Minute Cough Cure
An infallible remedy for choking is to is the
only absolutely safe cough remedy
break an egg in a cup and swallow which acts immediately. Mothers everywhole. It will be found to remove the where
testify to the good it has done
most difficult obstruction.
their little ones.
Croup is so sudden in
its attacks that the doctor often arrives
A small box of unilaoked lime kept
too late. It yields at once to One Minin the pantry will absorb all impurities
Pleasant to take.
ute Cough Cure.
u»d keep the air beautifully dry and
Tike It. Sure cure for grip,
The lime must be changed Children
iweet.
I
bronchitis, ooogha.
s very two or three week·.

Fac

Western

....

struggle to fight

The

For Over
Thirty Years

and Loss OF SLEEP.

W. C. McARDLE,

first tiling? Didn't I tell you to beware
of strangers In the city?
Jediah-But this chap wasn't η stranme right
ger. Uncle Henry. He knew

sults, as it positively cures all forms of
F. A.
kidney and bladder diseases.
Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

LEADS THEM ALL.

ness

Strnnjrer.

mer

will have

|

Uncle Henry—So you got swindled

Chronic bronchial troubles and sumcoughs can be quickly relieved and
cured by Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A.
pedition, or any time.
Worn shoes with an elaborate toilet. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Dotted veils with weak eyes.
A linen collar that is not immaculately
Love does much, money everything.
fresh.
WARNING.
Gloves with holes in, or boots with
buttons missing.
If you have kidney or bladder trouble
Hair dressed high with a snub nose.
and do not use Foley's Kidney Cure, you

shopping ex-

Aperfecl Remedy for Constipation Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms ;Convulsions .Feverish-

profits.
Everything· usually found

DON'T hurry your meals.
DON'T overwork.
DON'T borrow time that belongs to sleep,
DON'T ne'led symptoms of sickness.
DON'T get constipated.
but DO take

Fortunately for him, it did not get

Theatre bonnets with street euits.
on a

I firm SeedCtmtifd Aimr
h{n*rryrtr+ norm:

\lso Window & Door Frames,

3laning, Sawing

posing

In
Use

»

âSS&Â*.

>J

Builders' Finish I

llendlliier'· Mlxtnke.

Λ

Beauty and folly are often companions. A postal or telephone
Cheap jewelry any time.
you a supply promptly.
STOPS THE COUGH
Bright red with a florid complexion.
A. W. WALKER
costumes.
TÔE
COLD.
OFF
AND
WORKS
Conspicuous bicycle
SOUTH PARIS,
A broad belt on a stout figure.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
A plain basque on a slim figure.
No Cure, no Pay. Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime,
a cold in one day.
Cheap trimmings on a good drees.
Sand, <&c.
Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Cheap lace on anything.
Diamonds in the daytime.
Nothing is impossible to a willing
Linen collars with dressy frocks.
mind.
costumes.
Picture hats with outing

Soiled white gloves

ALx Smtui

able tonic If there are no wiinni Me. at 4rnr*iiu.
Dr. Λ. r. TKCK a"CO., Artira, Me.

%ime

stances.

of

lltxktlU SmlkjiaurSetd *

Elixir
True'swoRM
wortnulf they exint. and provea valuwill

olrcuni

conditions and

Signature

/àrtpe of fMjiOrSAMUEL HTCHtR
Seul"

Worms?

form,

Bears the

Promotes Digcstion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Minerai
>ot Narcotic.

j

■

White petticoats on muddy days.

similating iheFoodandfiegulating the Slomachs and Bowels or

bj STANDARD OIL· CO.

Shakespeare la an Education.
The matter of supreme importance
Are the Beet remedy for Colds, Hoadin Shakespeare's works Is his concep
£ che and Grippe. They break up a Cold
tion of life and the noble art in which
move the bowels gently, carry[uickly,
it is embodied. To live with tbe poet
rig off fever and other poisonous matter
roin the system. Guaranteed to "cure,
in familiar intercourse,, by constant
For sale by
reading with an open mind and heart, ί 'ry them. 26 cents.
I
responsive to tbe power and sensitive
Λ. ShurtleffAO.; A. t>nillcy, Bryant'» l'onii; 1
Orln Mcvcn*. Oxford.
to the beauty which penetrate and in
form the plays. Is to receive from liim
the most searching influence and tht (
deepest pleasure. The end of art Is to
deepen and Intensify the sense of life,
Many children are trembled with worm·, \1
and this end Is missed when one beand treated for nomettUiiK «'lté. A few doaea of
comes absorbed in the study of lan

Doan's

anyway.

wheels.

•pell

ary disorders—All yield quickly
the cause of perspiring
No good health unless the kidneys are
good will follow the fremakes the
quent washing of them in warm water sound. Foley's Kidney Cure
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
and good soap, and the occasional use kidueys right.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
of toilet vinegar diluted with water.
The boy who dies after his first heartbreak wouldn't have amounted to much

|

everything

runs on

Always Bought

ÀY'egetable Preparalionfor As

Sold Everywhere.

might

Whatever
hands much

To cleanse the hands from stains,
pure, wLite vinegar is the best application; lemon juice shrivels and yellows
the surface.
In using a tile or emery paper take
care never to use on the flat surface of
the nail.

The Kind You Have

loads.

light

QREASEI

walking back a few feet into the house
She got wringing wet and lost her tern
(ta
per completely, but she successfully
ber own mind at least» avoided the pos
sibility of placing herself under thr
of bad luck."-Washington Star.

Bromo-Quinine

Pointed shoes when bicycling.
Daniel
Iowa,
write», "I have had asthma for three or
Gaudy colors in cheap materials.
the
about
A
all
four years and have tried
long draggled skirt on a rainy day.
Lace frills or chiffon ruches for work
A table friend is changeable.
cough and asthma cures in the market,
and have received treatment from physi- or echool.
Elaborate toilets for church.
cians in New York and other cities, but
On the first indication of kidney
Untidy frocks for breakfast.
got very little benefit until I tried
trouble, stop it by taking Foley's Kidney
Horizontal stripes or tucks on a stout Cure.
Foley's Honey and Tar which gave me
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. Orin
imaiediate relief, and I will never be figure.
Stevens, Oxford.
without it in my house. I sincerely recommend it to all." F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
HOUSEHOLD HINTS.
Lady Philanthropist—Have you any
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
plans in view after your term expires,
fellow? Convict—A few, muml
Some people are very much troubled my poor
Even well water has been known to
I've got the plans u ν four country post
with heartburn, but if a piece of orange
"
make people sick.
offices and six private residences.
peel is dried and eaten it stops it diSPRING FEVER.
rectly.

Spring

emu

in her pocket
"Did she go back? Not much. Bei
superstition was tbat it was the height
of bad luck to turn back after one»
leaving the bouse until your errand
was completed. So she kept religiously
fare,
on ber way and. not having car
walked over two miles In the cold ruin
have spared herself al!
when she
the self

OUR GREATEST ENEMY.

Make a white sauce by stirring one
cup of hot milk into one level tablespoon each of butter and flour cooked CHANCE FOR A PRETTY QUARREL
A few days ago on the Thames an
together, season it with salt and pepper,
Cover the sur- angler hooked a trout while Ashing with
and pour over the fish.
face with cracker crumbs, moistened in float and bait. The trout's rush broke
melted butter, and bake until the fish is the gut above the float, and away went
done, which will be longer if the fish be trout, tackle and all.
in a mound than if in a thin layer.
Later, lower down the river, another
angler observed a float violently agitated
EELS.
He made a slip knot in
on the water.
Many persons are prejudiced against his line, cast it over the float, played and
of
account
eels as food, probably on
landed the fish—a fine trout between
their serpentine appearance. Fortunatesix and seven pounds weight.
the
at
skinned
are
usually
ly, they
There arises a question for the fishing
is
task
that
and
so
market,
disagreeable
casuists: To whom did the fish belong,
avoided. They are a very sweet and
and to whom the float and tackle?—
savory fish, and aro in season all the
Country Life.
year.
The head should be cut off, the lower
TEN YEARS IN BED.
part opened, and contents removed with
R. A. Gray, J. P. Oakville, Ind.,
conthe fat, of which there is sometimes
writes: "For ten years I was confined to
siderable. Some cooks put the eels in
It
my bed with disease of my kidneys.
have
till
water
and
they
boiling
vinegar
was so severe that I could not move part
and
Drain
dry thoroughly, of the time.
disgorged.
I consulted the very
then cut in pieces of equal length, about
best medical skill available, but could
Let them lie in a marinade
two inches.
no relief until Foley's Kidney Cure
of oil, vinegar, salt and pepper, if you get
It has been a
was recommended to me.
like, or dip them at once in seasoned Godsend to me." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
meal and fry them in salt pork fat.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
They may be broiled as directed for
other small fish, or etewed in a highly
"And the colonel did not horsewhip
Kitchen
seasoned
broth.—American
you, after all?" "The colonel," replied
Magazine.
the editor, "came back to lick and remained to liquor."
IDEAS.
TONE DOWN NEW
A woman living in a email inland city
Important to Mother·.
tliat prides itself upon being up to the
carefully «rery bottle of CA8TORIA,
Knmtn·
visit
a
times in most things went to pay
tad children,
• Mfaand nn rttnedj tor ialtat*
to her Boston relatives not long ago.
UutU
BdM
woman
the
Prior to her departure,
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ISS.—ProcrcMlve Baient.
When 1, 2, 3 and 1, 2, 3, 4 were looking for geological specimens, they asked 3, 4, 5, 6, who was examining a red
5, β, 7, where 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, β, 7 could be
found, and he answered, "In the dic-
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GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

Instantly relieves sprains, strains
and bruises. Take no substitute.
2Sc. and 50c. bottles.
We

are

headquarters

for

Farming Tools and Fertilizers.

We can show you some of the beat swivel and
land side plows In the market, both In steel and
wood beams. We have

Disc, Spading and Spring-tooth Harrows, Corn Planters, Cultivators, die.
We

are

also

agents for the

Walter A. Wood

Harvesting Machinery.

We have In stock three full car loads of Ferttltsers. We carry four of the leading brands.
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Isath Parla,
Mâr. 11,1901.
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